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Summary 

Molecular self-assembly offers an important bottom-up approach to generate new 

materials with great potential for applications in nano-, life- and medical- sciences and 

engineering. The interest in “soft” materials suitable for the generation of artificial, 

biomimetic membranes has increased rapidly over the last years. These membranes 

combine the advantages of specificity and efficiency found in nature and the robustness 

and stability of synthetic materials from polymer science. There are currently two 

approaches to design biomimetic membranes. One uses natural phospholipids, while the 

other ones uses synthetic lipid mimics as the advanced alternative, which have shown 

great mechanical and chemical stability compared to their natural counterparts. This is 

important for technological application where durable devices are required. Biological 

membrane proteins, which provide selective and very efficient membrane transport, can 

be inserted into these synthetic block copolymer membranes. This combination of a 

synthetic membrane with biological membrane proteins is an intriguing phenomenon 

because the fundamental requirements for successful insertion are still matter of debate. 

One important issue is that polymeric membranes have thicknesses that exceed the height 

of the membrane proteins by several factors and the two lengths actually do not match. 

However, this significant height mismatch can be overcome by choosing a polymer with 

high flexibility, which has been shown to allow membrane proteins insertion in their 

active conformation. Flexibility and fluidity are essential membrane properties allowing 

successful generation of biomimetic membranes. 

In this thesis, the fluid properties of synthetic membranes composed of synthetic 

amphiphiles are studied based on a large library of block copolymers. These consist of 

poly(2-methyloxazoline) (PMOXA) and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and are used as 

diblock (PMOXA-b-PDMS, AB) and triblock (PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA, ABA) 

copolymers. Variation of the molecular weight induces changes in the membrane 
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thickness and thus the fluidity of the membrane. The diffusion of membrane proteins 

within synthetic triblock copolymer membranes was investigated. The study revealed that 

the membrane proteins are mobile even at hydrophobic mismatches of up to 7 nm, which 

is a factor of seven compared to mismatches existing in biological membranes. The 

advantage of PDMS-containing block copolymers is their enormous flexibility even at 

high molecular weights, which provides a similar membrane environment compared to 

biological phospholipid membranes. This explains and displays the ability of PDMS to 

compress in contact to membrane proteins. Their diffusion decreases steadily with 

increasing thickness mismatch. 

The importance of a very flexible polymer for the generation of biomimetic membranes 

was elucidated for membrane protein insertion, such as PDMS, which offers high fluidity 

and high membrane stability within membranes with even large thicknesses. The 

properties of these synthetic membranes investigated here, i.e. fluidity, lateral diffusion 

and membrane thickness, are important for the generation of biomimetic membranes for 

technological applications.  
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Zusammenfassung 

Molekulare Selbstorganisation bietet einen wichtigen Bottom-up-Ansatz, um neue 

Materialien mit grossem Potenzial für Anwendungen in der Nanowissenschaften, 

Lifesciences, Biomedizin und Ingenieurwissenschaften zu erzeugen. Das Interesse an 

"weichen" Materialien für die Herstellung von künstlichen, biomimetischen Membranen 

hat in den letzten Jahren stetig zugenommen. Diese Membranen kombinieren die Vorteile 

der Spezifität und Effizienz aus der Natur und der Widerstandsfähigkeit und Stabilität 

synthetischer Materialien aus den Polymerwissenschaften. Momentan gibt es 

verschiedene Ansätze zur Herstellung von biomimetischen Membranen. Einerseits 

werden biologische Lipide benutzt, zum anderen die synthetischen, lipid-imitierenden 

Polymere, welche durch ihre mechanischen und chemischen Eigenschaften immense 

Vorteile im Vergleich zu ihren natürlichen Gegenstücken bringen. Dies ist wichtig für 

technologische Anwendungen, wo langlebige Produkte gefordert sind. Die Möglichkeit, 

biologische Membranproteine, die einen selektiven und sehr effizienten 

Membrantransport erreichen, in diese synthetischen Membranen einzufügen ist ein 

faszinierendes Phänomen. Wenn solche Membranproteine, die optimal an ihre natürliche 

Phospholipid-Membran Umgebung angepasst sind, in dicken Polymermembranen 

eingebettet sind, entsteht ein grosser Unterschied zwischen der Höhe der 

Membranproteine und der Dicke der Membran auf. Um sich diesem erheblichen 

Höhenunterschied anzupassen, sind Flexibilität und Fluidität der Membran eine 

wesentliche Eigenschaft, welche es erst ermöglicht, biologische Membranproteine 

aufzunehmen.  

In dieser Arbeit werden die Fluiditätseigenschaften von synthetischen Membranen aus 

selbstorganisierten amphiphilen Polymeren mittels einer grossen Anzahl an verschieden 

Blockcopolymeren untersucht. Diese bestehen aus Poly(2-methyloxazoline) (PMOXA 

und poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) und werden als Diblock- (PMOXA-b-PDMS, AB) 
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und Triblock- (PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA, ABA) Copolymere benutzt. Durch das 

Variieren des Molekulargewichts der Amphiphile ändert sich die Membrandicke und 

damit die Fluidität der Membran. Der Vorteil der PDMS-Blockcopolymere ist deren hohe 

Flexibilität auch bei hohen Molekulargewichten, die eine ähnliche Membranumgebung 

bieten wie biologische Lipidmembranen. In einer zweiten Studie wurde die Diffusion von 

Membranproteinen in synthetischen Triblockcopolymermembranen untersucht. Die 

Studie zeigt, dass die Membranproteine trotz einem Dickeunterschied von bis zu sieben 

Nanometern immer noch mobil sind, allerdings nimmt deren Mobilität mit zunehmendem 

Dickeunterschied deutlich ab. Dies erläutert und zeigt die Fähigkeit von PDMS, sich in 

direktem Kontakt zu den Membranproteinen zu komprimieren.  

Diese Arbeit zeigt, wie wichtig ein sehr flexibles Polymer, wie zum Beispiel PDMS, zur 

Einbringung von Membranproteinen ist, während es gleichzeitig eine hohe 

Membranstabilität durch die grossen Membrandicken erreicht. Die gezeigten 

Eigenschaften dieser synthetischen Membranen, das heisst deren Fluidität, laterale 

Diffusion, Membrandicke, etc., sind wichtig für die Herstellung von biomimetischen 

Membranen für technologische Anwendungen. 
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Protein-polymer hybrid materials for technological and biomedical 

applications 

Nature provides a large pool of components to mimic structures and functions in the 

design of new materials and active assemblies that can be used in many domains 

including chemistry, material science, electronics and medicine [1]. Life sciences and 

nanoscience combines the advantages of both worlds: the specificity and efficiency of 

nature’s biological molecules that have been perfected over millions of years and the 

robustness and high stability of newly developed synthetic materials that have been 

discovered mainly during the last century in the field of chemistry. In this respect, new, 

complex and robust bio-synthetic strategies for future technological applications became 

accessible in terms of activity, sensitivity, efficiency and rapid reply. One strategy 

involves the generation of biomimetic membranes based on the combination of synthetic 

membranes to realize high stability, and biological entities to achieve a desired function 

with exceptional efficiency [2,3]. 

Biomimetic membranes involve the implementation of sensitive biological elements, such 

as enzymes or membrane proteins. A key challenge for the generation of long-living 

technological materials is to protect these biological compounds, because they are 

delicate structures and prone to degradation/precipitation in harsh conditions. This 

protection can be achieved either by a compartmentalisation strategy, to encapsulate 

biological entities in a closed shell or by embedding the entities within a membrane on a 

surface. Synthetic membranes, mimicking natural phospholipid bilayers, have attracted 

strong interest for technical and biomedical applications over several years due to their 
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better chemical and mechanical stability compared to phospholipid bilayers [4–6]. These 

artificial membranes can be generated based on the self-assembly principle, a bottom-up 

approach. Polymeric amphiphiles, which mimic the properties of lipids, are used in 

aqueous solutions to spontaneously arrange into supramolecular assemblies. The 

molecular properties of these amphiphiles, synthesized to its specific need, dictate the 

self-assembled superstructure, which can yield several different types of supramolecular 

assemblies, either as 3D assemblies (micelles, rods, tubes, vesicles) or as 2D planar 

structures formed on solid supports [7]. Since these artificial membranes are fully 

synthetic, they must fulfil certain requirements to be able to embed biological entities in 

their active state within the synthetic membrane. Therefore, a better understanding of the 

synthetic membrane properties is of high importance for ongoing research or the 

generation of commercial applications such as biomimetic membranes for water 

desalination [8,9].  

1.2 Aim of the thesis 

At the molecular level of a biological membrane, everything is in motion. Since synthetic 

membranes are intended to mimic biological cell membranes, fluidity is an essential 

membrane property because it defines the motion at the molecular level. In this work, 

poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS)-containing amphiphilic block copolymers are used as 

the membrane forming macromolecules and their fluid property within these synthetic 

membranes is analysed.  

The aim of this thesis is, first, to investigate the membrane fluidity related to changing 

membrane parameters such as membrane thickness and polymer architecture and, second, 

to analyse the lateral diffusion of embedded biological channel proteins within synthetic 

block copolymer membranes with different thicknesses. Characterizing the fluidity of 

synthetic membranes is essential for the development of biomimetic membranes for 

future technological applications. It provides important information on the chemical type 

and molecular property of the amphiphilic block copolymers that can be used as the 

membrane forming element. The major advantage of block copolymer membranes is their 

high chemical and mechanical stability compared to lipid membrane systems. Thus, the 

fluidity is a kind of intermediate property between stability and fragility. 
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1.3 Structure of the thesis 

This thesis is organized into an introduction providing an overview of biomimetic 

membranes, with their properties and examples for applications (chapter 1). Since the 

topic of this thesis is related to dynamics in block copolymer membranes, a brief 

summary on the fundamental theories and measurement techniques is given to describe 

lateral diffusion (chapter 2). The experimental work conducted for this dissertation on 

lateral diffusion within biomimetic membranes is presented in chapters 3 and 4. A general 

conclusion is given in the final chapter (chapter 5) with a brief reflection on the essential 

information obtained by the experimental work together with an outlook for its use on 

ongoing projects.  

1.4 Membranes 

In general, biological cell membranes provide a barrier separating two compartments. 

Membranes can protect and store active entities in a confined space and provide a 

selective filter for either rejecting and/or passing specific constituents in liquid. The 

membranes used here are supramolecular structures self-assembled from single building 

blocks [1]. There are many different types of building blocks that can be used for the 

generation of membranes and will be presented in this chapter. In addition, biological 

membranes have unique properties that are intended to be used in technological 

applications. Therefore, the general properties of biological membranes will be discussed 

in this chapter as well. In order to generate the combination of synthetic and biological 

components a brief introduction is given on the ideas and basic concepts behind these 

artificial structures needed for technological applications. The specific term “biomimetic 

membrane” is often used in this context. However, biomimetic does not necessarily mean 

the use of synthetic block copolymer for the generation of the membrane. Membranes can 

also be composed of natural phospholipids. Therefore, biomimetic membranes are 

artificially generated membranes via a bottom-up approach in order to mimic biological 

membranes, but with designed function. The reduction in complexity, compared to 

biological membranes, provides better data interpretation and improving experimental 

control.  
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1.4.1 Building blocks of membranes 

Membranes are made from amphiphiles that have a hydrophilic/polar part, which is 

chemically linked to a hydrophobic/apolar part. This chemical architecture causes 

amphiphiles to spontaneously form supramolecular assemblies in aqueous environments. 

There are different building blocks to design artificial membranes, which can be based on 

natural phospholipids or synthetic- and biological polymers. Phospholipids are frequently 

used because of their origin from biological cell membranes. The self-assembly behaviour 

of lipids is well known and has been studied over centuries [10].  

The class of polymers is defined as macromolecules that are composed of many repeat 

units. The large variety of arrangements and types of monomers results in a class of 

materials of an enormous range of properties [11]. Within biopolymers, three different 

types of natural biopolymers are distinguished: polysaccharides, polypeptides and 

polynucleotides. Polysaccharides, such as chitosan or cellulose, are used as 

supramolecular assemblies in biotechnical and biomedical applications [12]. Polypeptides 

and polynucleotides are biocompatible and biodegradable alternatives to synthetic 

polymers and can also be used for biomedical applications. The great variety of synthetic 

polymers can be categorized into homopolymers, polyelectrolytes, and block copolymers 

[13–16]. Homopolymers are composed of many repeating units synthesized in linear or 

branched form. Polyelectrolytes are polymers with charged functional groups. Block 

copolymers contain different types of homopolymers that are linked together.  

In this thesis, the work has been focused on membranes based on amphiphilic block 

copolymers. They represent synthetic lipid-mimics and are composed of two or more 

different covalently connected homopolymers that possess different physical and 

chemical properties. As the term amphiphile already indicates, the physical difference 

relies on the different water solubility (hydrophilicity) of the two blocks. The physico-

chemical principle of the self-assembly process will be discussed in section 1.4 in more 

detail. For simplification, the blocks are named with capital letters (A, B, C, …) to 

classify the arrangement of the different blocks. When a hydrophilic block A is connected 

to a hydrophobic block B, diblock copolymers are formed. The combination of two 

hydrophilic and one hydrophobic block (ABA or ABC if one hydrophilic block has a 

different chemical structure) or two hydrophobic blocks and one hydrophilic (BAB), 

triblock copolymers are generated. Figure 1.1 shows examples of possible arrangements 

of amphiphilic block copolymers. 
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Figure 1.1. Amphiphilic block copolymer arrangements. Top: linear arranged blocks forming 

linear diblock (AB) or triblock (ABA or ABC) copolymers. Bottom: non-linear block copolymers 

are grafted or star-shaped block copolymers. 

1.4.2 Biological membranes 

The basis for the technological advancement for the generation of artificial membrane 

systems was laid by the analysis of native biological cell membranes. Biological 

membranes are complex matrices consisting of many different components to fulfil 

important cellular functions that include maintaining and controlling water and solute 

exchange, while the membrane itself serves as the protection shell to separate the inner, 

functional compartment from the harsh outer surrounding [10]. Figure 1.2 shows a 

schematic illustration of a cell membrane. The membrane is composed of phospholipids 

that form a thin layer of a protective sheet and usually contains cholesterol to enhance the 

membrane strength and to maintain cell fluidity at a large temperature range. Membrane 

proteins are embedded within the lipid matrix and fulfil important cellular functions [17]. 

The phospholipid bilayer is therefore, a kind of solvent for these integral membrane 

proteins because the lipid bilayer is considered as a fluid matrix [18].  
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Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of a biological membrane. The membrane constitutes of 

phospholipids that provide the matrix for membrane proteins. Adapted with permission from [19]. 

The main components that form the matrix are phospholipids. Lipids consist of a 

hydrophilic head group (neutral, charged or zwitterionic) and a hydrophobic tail 

(saturated or unsaturated carbon chain). These amphiphilic molecules form extended two-

dimensional structures via self-assembly. The lipid bilyer is capable of holding membrane 

proteins. Depending on the cell type, between 15 – 80% (by dry weight) of the whole cell 

membrane are made up of membrane proteins that are designed to fulfil specific and 

essential functions [10,20]. The importance of membrane proteins is highlighted even 

more by the fact that around 30% of the cell’s genome is coded for them. Besides other 

functions, membrane proteins evolved as specific and non-specific channels allowing 

translocation of substrates across the membrane. They conduct substrates or solvents with 

exceptional selectivity and at high transport rates.  

All these components thus build a matrix with essential functions. The first successful 

report of a stable, artificial lipid bilayer was reported in 1962 [21]. Since then, the 

structure of membranes has been thoroughly investigated, because it was first described 

based on theoretical assumptions. After experimental realizations of artificial membranes, 

the structure of biological membranes had to be revised and Singer and Nicholson 

suggested a concept describing the biological membrane as a fluid mosaic where 

membrane proteins can diffuse freely in the two dimensional viscous liquid represented 

by the lipid bilayer [18]. The initial theory that the membrane components can diffuse 

relatively freely in the lipid bilayer was revised, at the discovery of compartmentalization 

of membrane components within the membrane itself. Patterns are formed by non-random 

co-distribution of specific types of membrane proteins, which create small-scale clusters 
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at the molecular level and large-scale clusters at the submicrometer level [22]. These so-

called rafts, where proteins come together, are important for cellular functions like signal 

transduction. The forces causing this phenomenon are determined by lipid-lipid, protein-

protein and lipid-protein interactions. The highly complex structure, and the many 

involved components of biological membranes, renders membrane research a great 

challenge. Therefore, simplifying the membranes by reducing the number of components 

to obtain an overview of the processes taking place is the basis of studying membrane-

associated research.  

1.4.3 Biomimetic membranes 

The exceptional transport efficiency of membrane proteins, embedded within the 

membrane, together with the availability of high-resolution analytical techniques, has 

attracted molecular engineers to design artificial biomimetic membranes for technological 

applications [9]. These artificial systems were prepared in order to study functions and 

transport mechanisms of single types of membrane proteins. Thus, many artificial 

systems start from the simplest models to study specific functions, not only in 

fundamental research but also for technological applications.  

Artificial lipid systems have been widely used to study the functions of single cell 

components, like transport mechanisms of membrane proteins. On one hand, these simple 

models are usually composed of only one or a few types of phospholipids and are ideally 

suited for applications in biomedicine, because the lipids are biocompatible. On the other 

hand, the low stability of lipid membranes makes them prone to fast degradation and 

therefore not well suited for technological applications [23]. In contrast, biomimetic 

membranes made from synthetic amphiphilic block copolymers combine the advantages 

of specialized biological membrane proteins with the stability of synthetic materials. 

Figure 1.3 shows a schematic representation of a planar biomimetic membrane on a 

porous support. Such systems can be engineered either to function as a selective 

membrane, by insertion of a specific membrane protein to fulfil an enzymatic reaction to 

a specific molecule, or to immobilize/bind molecules via specific recognition.  
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Figure 1.3. Schematic representation of a biomimetic membrane. The function of the generated 

membrane is designed for a specific need, either for a) selectivity, b) reactivity or c) specific 

recognition, or a combination thereof.  

The development of applied technological biomimetic membranes is currently going 

towards large scale applications, although major challenges still have to be overcome. 

These include, on a technological basis, the scalability of these systems and, on an 

economical basis, the high costs for large scale production. Most importantly, the lack of 

fundamental understanding of interactions between the functional biological molecules 

and the synthetic membranes needs to be addressed [9]. Some examples of biomimetic 

membranes that can be used for technological applications are shown in section 1.6.  

1.4.4 Supramolecular assemblies to characterize biomimetic membranes 

Membranes are usually considered as large, planar, 2-dimensional sheets, which are very 

well suited for technological applications due to their large size. However, the nature of 

self-assembly of amphiphiles allows them to organize into several other morphologies as 

well. For example, lipids self-assemble in dilute aqueous solutions into micelles and 

vesicles of different sizes. Like lipids, amphiphilic block copolymers can be designed to 

self-assemble in aqueous solutions to form micelles, vesicles, cylinders, rod-like- or 

lamellar structures depending on their concentration, molecular shape, hydrophobic-to-

hydrophilic balance and block-length (see section 1.2) [6,24]. A lot of these morphologies 

are well suited for fundamental research and technological applications. 

1.4.5 Membrane-forming amphiphiles used in this thesis 

In this thesis, the experimental work has been performed with membranes based on 

biological phospholipids and synthetic amphiphilic block copolymers (Figure 1.4). Lipid-

based membranes were chosen as a reference membrane in order to compare the results to 

the ones obtained with the artificial biomimetic membranes. The lipid 1-palmitoyl-2-
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oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) was chosen because POPC is a major lipid 

component in biological membranes [25,26] and, due to its mono-unsaturated fatty acid 

chain, it possesses a low glass-transition temperature (Tg = -2°C) [27,28], i.e. high fluid 

membrane character at ambient temperatures.  

 

Figure 1.4. Chemical composition of the amphiphilic diblock and triblock copolymers, and the 

natural phospholipid POPC used in this thesis. Sizes are not representative.  

The here generated artificial membranes are based on diblock and triblock copolymers 

containing poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) (PMOXA) and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) – 

abbreviated and further referred to as AxBy (diblock) and AxByAx (triblock), where the 

subscripts represent the degree of polymerization or the number of repeating units. 

Biomimetic membranes composed of PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA block copolymers 

have been widely reviewed [6,29–31].  

PMOXA is frequently chosen as the hydrophilic polymer block in different applications 

because of its biocompatibility and stealth behaviour [32]. These properties make this 

type of polymer useful for a large field of applications due to its negligible interaction 

with proteins, cells, and other biological components.  

PDMS is primarily used as the hydrophobic block in synthetic biomimetic membranes 

due to its ability for inserting membrane proteins [33]. PDMS are silicone based polymers 
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known for its biocompatibility, high flexibility and very low glass-transition temperature 

(Tg = -123°C) [34], thus having a high fluidity.  

1.4.6 Membrane protein insertion into block copolymer membranes 

Several studies have shown that membranes self-assembled from PDMS-containing block 

copolymers are able to functionally embed biological membrane proteins. However, it is a 

quite surprising phenomenon that biological membrane proteins, which have evolved to 

be functional solely in a phospholipid bilayer, can be reconstituted into completely 

synthetic membranes. A summary of all relevant studies of membrane protein insertion 

into synthetic block copolymer membranes is given in Table 1.1. 

In the studies shown in Table 1.1, mainly all block copolymers are triblocks and 

composed of PDMS as the hydrophobic block. However, there are recent exceptions of 

lately published examples. In two cases using PEO-b-PB diblock [35] and PIB-b-PEO-b-

PIB triblock [36] copolymers, both studies were conducted with polymers composed of a 

relatively short hydrophobic block with molecular weights very similar to phospholipids 

(~ 1 kDa), while all the other studies were performed on membranes with large 

thicknesses (polymer molecular weights of 2 kDa - 10 kDa). In the other two examples 

[37,38], the membranes were solid supported membranes, i.e. immobilized on surfaces, 

which is different to all other studies, where mainly vesicles (polymersomes) were used. 

In the case of solid supported membranes, the mechanism of membrane protein 

incorporation may be different. Overall, the successful incorporation of membrane 

proteins into synthetic block copolymer membranes is mainly dependent on the molecular 

weight and the property of the hydrophobic block. 
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Table 1.1. Summary of published studies of membrane protein insertion into block copolymer 

membranes.  

Block copolymer 
Polymer 

type 
Membrane 

protein 
Study References 

PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-
PMOXA 

Triblock 
ABA 

OmpF 
Size-selective 
permeability 

Nardin et al. 2000 [39] 
Ranquin et al. 2005 [40] 
Grzelakowski et al. 2009 [41] 
Dobrunz et al. 2012 [42] 
Langowska et al. 2013 [43] 
Langowska et al. 2014 [44]  
Ihle et al. 2011 [45] 

LamB 
Virus assisted 
DNA loading into 
polymersomes 

Graff et al. 2002 [46] 

AqpZ 
Water-selective 
permeability 

Kumar et al. 2007 [8] 
Wang et al. 2012 [47]  
Grzelakowski et al. 2015 [48] 

NtAqp1 
CO2-selective 
permeability 

Uehlein et al. 2012 [49] 

NADH-
ubiquinone 
reductase 

(complex 1) 

Complex 1 
activity – electron 
transfer 

Graff et al. 2010 [50] 

bR Proton transport Ho et al. 2004 [51] 

Gramicidin 
Monovalent 
cation-selective 
permeability 

Lomora et al. 2015 [52] 

FhuA 
Reduction 
triggered release 

Onaca et al. 2008 [53] 

PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-
PEO 

Triblock 
ABC 

AQP-0 
Directed insertion 
of Aquaporin 

Stoenescu et al. 2004 [54] 

PEtOz-b-PDMS-b-
PEtOz 

Triblock 
ABA 

bR and 
ATPase 

ATP production Choi et al. 2005 [55] 

PIB-b-PEO-b-PIB 
Triblock 

BAB 
FhuA 

Size-selective 
permeability 

Muhammad et al. 2011 [36] 

PEO-b-PB 
Diblock 

AB 
AQP-0 

Water-selective 
permeability 

Kumar et al. 2012 [35] 

αHL Ion conductivity Zhang et al. 2013 [38] 

PMOXA-b-PDMS 
Diblock 

AB 
MloK1 

K+- selective 
permeability 

Kowal et al. 2014 [37] 

 

The main problem for insertion of membrane protein is the large mismatch between the 

effective hydrophobic length of the membrane proteins (~ 3 nm) and the equilibrium 

hydrophobic thickness of the polymersome membrane (~ 4 – 20 nm) (Figure 1.5). For a 
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successful insertion, the requirement is that the membrane has to fit the height of the 

membrane protein. Pata and Dan [56] and Srinivas et al. [57] have shown in computer 

simulations that the flexibility and polydispersity of the hydrophobic block of diblock 

copolymers may lead to a compression or an arrangement of the shorter polymer chains 

adjacent to the small membrane protein. Thus, the high flexibility of the block copolymer 

causes the chains to compress, and a high PDI causes a local segregation of the small 

chains around the protein. The combination of flexibility and polydispersity might lead to 

“even easier protein incorporation” into block copolymer membranes [56].  

 

Figure 1.5. Hydrophobic mismatch between membrane proteins and block copolymer membrane. 

The possible mechanism relies on the compression of the flexible hydrophobic block and the 

segregation of smaller polymer chains (due to polydispersity) in vicinity to the membrane protein. 

Left: Model adapted from Pata and Dan 2003 [56]. Right: Coarse-grained molecular dynamics 

simulation image from Srinivas et al. 2005. With permission from [57]. 

Polysiloxanes, belonging to the class of organosilicon polymers, possess a very flexible 

property due to the high torsion and bending flexibility of the Si-O-Si bond [58]. For 

example, the angle of the Si-O-Si bond can vary between 135° and 180°. This high 

angular flexibility allows for considerable bending of the whole polymer backbone. Due 

to the high flexibility of PDMS and the relatively high polydispersity of PDMS-

containing triblock copolymers, the above described mechanism of membrane protein 

insertion is very likely. Despite the possible mechanism, the activity of inserted 

membrane proteins has been tested thoroughly as shown in Table 1.1. The tested 

membrane proteins within block copolymer membranes include the bacterial outer 

membrane proteins OmpF, LamB and FhuA, the aquaporins AqpZ (bacterial), AQP-0 

(bovine eye lens) and NtAqp1 (tobacco leaf), the purple membrane H+
 pump 

bacteriorhodopsin (bR), monovalent-cation selective channel forming peptide gramicidin, 

the bacterial F0-F1 ATPase, and NADH-ubiquinone reductase (complex 1). 
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1.5 Self-assembly principle of amphiphilic macromolecules 

Supramolecular structures, such as micelles, rods, tubes, vesicles, membranes, etc., play 

an important role for basic research and possible technological applications in life- and 

nano-sciences. Therefore, the physico-chemical interactions of molecular aggregates are 

of high importance for understanding and engineering supramolecular structures self-

assembled from amphiphilic block copolymers. The resulting supramolecular structures 

have no defined size or shape but they are rather distributed within a thermodynamic 

equilibrium. In this way, they can switch between small aggregates, e.g. micelles, and 

larger aggregates, e.g. vesicles. The linking of the two opposing blocks prevents a 

separation of the blocks and, therefore, forces the amphiphiles to arrange into 

superstructures in aqueous solutions, because only one block is water soluble [6]. In other 

words, the different blocks of block copolymers are incompatible with each other, and 

microphase separation occurs due to the covalent linkage of the blocks, where the size of 

the domain is given by the chain length.  

1.5.1 Thermodynamic forces driving self-assembly 

There are 5 major forces that lead to membrane stabilization: the hydrophobic effect, 

headgroup – water interactions, headgroup – headgroup interactions (ionic), entropy of 

the hydrophobic chains, and van der Waals forces [10]. The main forces driving the self-

assembly process are attributed to the hydrophobic attraction at the hydrophobic-water 

interface inducing the macromolecules to associate (Figure 1.6). The hydrophobic effect 

causes the hydrophobic chains to segregate away from water because water prefers to 

form hydrogen bonds. The hydrophobic effect is the main force involved in in membrane 

stabilization. Since amphiphilic molecules have an amphipathic property, the hydrophilic 

chains interact with water, which further stabilizes the membrane. Additional ionic 

interactions between the head groups can even further stabilize the membrane. Self-

assembly is also driven by entropy. In water, hydrophobic molecules feel a restricted 

freedom of motion due to the high surface tension of water and thus, the low entropy of 

the hydrophobic molecules would be very unfavorable for them. Therefore, reducing the 

area of interaction with water causes the molecules to aggregate together, where their 

freedom of motion is increased (increase in entropy).Van der Waals forces also add to 

stabilization of the hydrophobic part of the membrane, although very weakly.  
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Figure 1.6. Thermodynamic forces driving the self-assembly process of amphiphilic molecules. 

Adapted with permission from [59]. 

The hydrophilic, ionic or steric repulsion of the headgroups induces an opposite force so 

that the headgroup remains in contact with water. Therefore, the interfacial region 

between the two opposing blocks is an important parameter where one of the forces tends 

to increase (repulsion), the other one tends to decrease (attraction) the minimal interfacial 

area per molecule, a0 [59]. 

1.5.2 Geometrical considerations driving self-assembly 

The geometric parameters of the amphiphiles play a crucial role in determining which 

type of superstructure the amphiphiles can organize into. In addition to the ideal area per 

molecule (a0), a second factor contributes to the geometrical packing, the volume v of the 

hydrophobic block. In this respect, the packing parameter P provides information about 

the geometrical shape of the single molecules, and therefore, how the molecules are able 

to arrange with each other (Figure 1.7). The packing parameter P is described as the 

volume v divided by the critical length lc and area a0 of the molecule [59]: 

  (1.1)

The parameter P essentially describes what kind of conical or cylindrical shape the 

molecule will have. If P is between 1/2 and 1, the macromolecules tend to arrange as 

vesicular or planar membranes. In this case, the molecules can pack with their optimal 
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surface area a0 and without exceeding the critical length lc. In case of P > 1 inverted 

structures are generated. 

 

Figure 1.7. Geometrical consideration of the self-assembly process. Depending on what 

geometrical shape a single amphiphilic molecule has in the specific solvent, the structures formed 

are different. 

The thermodynamic and geometric considerations discussed above also hold true for 

amphiphilic block copolymers, although many other types of supramolecular structures 

are accessible in addition to the simple ones in Figure 1.7. 

In a more simple and practical case, one unifying rule dictates the geometrical shape of 

the macromolecules, namely the ratio f of the hydrophilic mass to the total mass [60]. 

Phospholipids (flipids ≈ 35%) provide an initial hint for the synthesis of membrane-forming 

block copolymers. When the hydrophilic block is large compared to the hydrophobic 

block, the overall geometrical shape will be a conical shape inducing the formation of 

micelles. The correct balance between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic block provides 

the ability to form membranes. For amphiphilic block copolymers it has been shown that f 
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has to be between 25 – 35% to form polymer vesicles (polymersomes) [61]. This number 

can vary for different chemically-composed blocks, for example long side chains within 

each hydrophobic monomer can induce an overall larger hydrophobic volume. For 

simple, linear amphiphilic block copolymers, the geometry of a single macromolecules is 

similar to the structure of a phospholipid, and thus, the self-assembly behaviour is similar 

as well.  

1.6 Block copolymer membrane properties 

In general, the properties of block copolymer membranes are determined based on the 

chemical composition of the blocks, the molecular weight and the block lengths. Due to 

the long chains of polymers compared to lipids, the molecular arrangements of the chains 

are more complex than for lipids having a relatively defined structure within membranes. 

The membrane properties can therefore, be discussed based on their structure, thickness, 

stability, fluidity and permeability.  

1.6.1 Membrane structure 

Membranes are usually associated as bilayers due to the nature of biological 

membranes composed of phospholipids, which arrange as two sheets (two leaflets) of 

lipid monolayers facing the hydrophilic sides outwards (Figure 1.2). In the case of 

amphiphilic block copolymers, the membrane can possess more complex structures 

depending on the type of polymer and block arrangements (Figure 1.8). For the simplest 

case mimicking a phospholipid molecule very closely, i.e. diblock copolymer, the 

membrane formed does not resemble a bilayer because entanglement and interdigitation 

can occur between the two hydrophobic blocks [62]. Entanglement occurs due to 

randomly twisted polymers chains and the effect of entanglement increases with 

increasing molecular weight and with increasing flexibility of the chains. Interdigitation 

occurs due to interlinking of the polymer chains of the two opposing leaflets and they can 

merge together to form a completely interdigitated membrane [63]. The effect of 

interdigitation is well known in polymer science, since solid polymer matrices develop an 

elastic property due to interdigitation and entanglement of the polymer chains [64]. While 

AB diblock copolymers can self-assemble into similar structures as lipid bilayers, ABA 

triblock copolymers can arrange into two possible chain conformations within the 

membrane. The polymer chains can form a stretched conformation (I-shape), where the 
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hydrophobic block spans through the entire membrane resulting in a monolayer-like 

membrane structure. Alternatively, they can form a hairpin conformation (U-shape), 

where the hydrophobic block forms a loop resulting in a bilayer-like structure [65,66]. 

For triblock copolymers, it is assumed that the membrane is composed of a mixture of 

both chain conformations [65,67]. In addition, asymmetric ABC triblock copolymers can 

be used to obtain asymmetric membranes that can be used for directed membrane protein 

insertion, if the membrane protein has to serve for directed transport [54,68]. 

 

Figure 1.8. Membrane conformation of AB, ABA and ABC block copolymers. For ABA, the U-

shape and I-shape conformation is possible, while for the others only one possible conformation 

exists. Adapted with permission from [66]. 

1.6.2 Membrane thickness 

The increased molecular weight of block copolymers compared to lipids leads to a 

significantly larger membrane thickness. Lipid bilayers have membrane thicknesses of 3 – 

5 nm, which is up to five times thinner than block copolymer membranes. Generally, the 

membrane thickness for block copolymers increases with increasing molecular weight 

[69]. This trend is similar to phospholipid bilayers, where the membrane thickness 

increases with increasing acyl chain length [70]. In a study using a series of poly(ethyl 

ethylene)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PEE-PEO) and poly(butadiene)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) 

(PBD-PEO) polymersomes [69], the membrane thicknesses d were analysed in relation to 

the molecular weight of the hydrophobic block (Mh): 

 ∝  (1.2)

Equation (Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.) shows that the 

membrane thickness scales with the hydrophobic molecular weight including an 

exponential factor a. Therefore, this effect does not follow a linear relationship, which is 

attributed to interdigitation and entanglement of the polymer chains within the self-

assembled membrane. In addition, short polymer chains are more stretched when they are 
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arranged in a membrane, while longer chains tend to form large coils. This stretching 

behaviour of the chains is reflected by the exponent mentioned in equation 1. 

Experimentally determined values of a range from 0.5 to 0.66 [63,69,71], and 0.83 for 

very short polymer chains where the membrane thickness is below 7 nm [72]. A value of 

0.66 is attributed to the strong-segregation limit (SSL), where the hydrophilic and the 

hydrophobic blocks experience a strong repulsion, which results in a reduced interface 

and the stretching of the chains is increased. A brush conformation, i.e. fully stretched 

chains, corresponds to a value of a = 1.0. Non-perturbed chains that are fully coiled 

would show a = 0.5. For example, at low membrane thicknesses (below 7 nm) a higher 

value of the exponent has been found, and increasing the thickness leads to a gradually 

decreasing exponent value [62,72,73]. The experimentally obtained values of a can be 

explained by strong segregation and stretching of the chains which is opposed by 

interdigitation upon increasing the membrane thickness. Thus, the exponent a is gradually 

reduced to a value of 0.5 resembling the non-perturbed state.  

1.6.3 Membrane stability  

The larger membrane thickness of polymersomes leads to an increased mechanical 

stability. Polymersomes were analysed with respect to bending- and rigidity strength [74] 

and to maximal areal strain [69]. Improved abilities to withstand lateral strains [61] and 

increased bending rigidities [74] are consequences of the longer hydrophobic core (6 – 30 

vs. 3 – 5 nm for lipid membranes) of block copolymer membranes. On a structural basis, 

the effect of interdigitation and entanglement of the polymer chains explains the increased 

membrane stability very well [63]. Besides these experimental studies [5,69,75], a coarse-

grain molecular dynamics simulation study [72] revealed that the polymer chains induce 

an increased interaction, which is increasing with the increase of the hydrophobic block 

(molecular weight, respectively). Unfortunately, there are only very few computer 

simulation studies on block copolymer membranes because the increased system size 

(hundreds to thousands of atoms) and the longer time scales for self-assembly 

(microseconds) is computationally very intensive.  

1.6.4 Membrane fluidity 

The fluidity of biological membranes is a crucial property that allows lateral 

rearrangements of proteins and lipids within membranes [59]. Lipid bilayers possess a 

highly dynamic character due to the non-covalent interactions between the membrane-
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forming amphiphiles. In addition, the membranes are in a non-crystalline state due the 

low chain-melting temperature of unsaturated phospholipids (Tc ≤ 0 °C). This fluidity 

enables biological membranes to deform and bend and to keep the structures stable upon 

membrane stress. In this way, biological membranes possess an exceptional property to 

have stability and fluidity at the same time. In contrast to conventional colloidal particles 

being solid and rigid structures, membranes from self-assembled amphiphilic molecules 

are considered as soft structures [59]. Therefore, this fluid-like character of membranes is 

a very important property of biological membranes. Membrane fluidity is described by 

the two-dimensional lateral diffusion of the membrane components within the membrane, 

also called diffusivity. The diffusion coefficient is the experimental value given for lateral 

diffusion and describes the area that the molecule covers per time (SI units: m2 s-1). 

Typical diffusion coefficients of lipids in a phospholipid membrane are 3 – 15 µm2 s
−1, 

depending on the measurement conditions (temperature, viscosity of surrounding 

medium), measurement technique, membrane composition (saturated- and unsaturated 

lipids, cholesterol) and model membrane (free-standing- and supported bilayers) [76–79]. 

In the case of block copolymer membranes, the macromolecules are also able to diffuse 

within the membrane, because the molecular forces within the self-assembled membrane 

are the same as in lipid bilayers. However, the lateral mobility of block copolymer 

macromolecules is expected to be reduced due to the higher molecular weight compared 

to phospholipids. It was shown that the diffusion coefficients of polymeric membranes 

are at least one order of magnitude lower than in the case of lipid membranes [80]. The 

long chains of the hydrophobic blocks are prone to become entangled and interdigitate 

with other chains, therefore reducing the mobility further. It can be expected that different 

chemical composition of the hydrophobic block greatly influences the lateral diffusion.  

1.6.5 Membrane permeability 

In addition to the increased membrane thickness and stability compared to lipid bilayers, 

the selective permeability to hydrophobic and hydrophilic molecules is a great advantage. 

Since polar molecules have a low solubility in a hydrophobic environment, for example 

charged species (ions) encounter a high resistance force from the membranes. As a 

consequence, the permeability for polar molecules is further reduced with increasing 

membrane thickness and increasing molecular weight of the hydrophobic block. For 

example, the permeability to water (Pf) is significantly reduced compared to lipid 
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membranes. Water permeability through membranes of PEE37-b-PEO40 diblock 

copolymer vesicles was reduced by a factor of 10 (Pf (polymer) ~ 2.5 µm s
−1

 versus 

Pf(lipid) ~ 25 – 100 µm s
−1

) [5]. Water permeability studies on relatively thick 

PMOXA15-b-PDMS110-b-PMOXA15 triblock copolymer membranes revealed a further 

decrease (Ppolymer ~ 0.8 µm s
−1

) [8]. However, a recent and more detailed water 

permeability study on lower molecular weight PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA triblock 

copolymer vesicles revealed much higher water permeabilities of Ppolymer ~ 113±27 µm 

s
−1 [48], which is similar to the permeability of lipid bilayers. The current technique to 

measure water permeability of vesicles (liposomes or polymersome) is dependent on 

several important factors, such as quality of the sample (resulting signal-to-noise ratio), 

size of the vesicles and their PDI, and concentration gradient (osmolarity difference) [48]. 

These factors can alter the final values dramatically and complicate the comparison of the 

permeability values to other literature values. This shows the difficulties in measuring 

water permeabilities from block copolymer vesicles. 

1.7 Applications of biomimetic membranes 

The many published studies on bio-synthetic devices made from biomimetic membranes 

have shown proof of concepts for future technological applications. The advantages of 

amphiphilic block copolymers, i.e. high mechanical and chemical stability, low 

permeability, customizable properties by choice of polymer type, endgroup 

functionalization and insertion of membrane proteins, make them very promising 

candidates. However, their consideration for direct applications is still at an early stage, 

and many issues have yet to be overcome for evaluations, such as in-vivo studies for 

biomedical applications or long-term stability for technological applications. In this 

section, some examples are given of latest research on biomimetic membranes based on 

PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA block copolymers (Figure 1.9). Examples with different 

block copolymers are given as references and are also summarized in several review 

articles [1,7,13,81,81–85].  
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Figure 1.9. Applications of biomimetic membranes. A) Schematic representation of a biomimetic 

membrane for water purification. Aquaporins are embedded within the membrane, which is 

supported on a porous substrate. Aquaporins only allow the passage of water molecules, while 

solutes are rejected. B) Schematic representation of an enzymatic cascade reaction inside a 

polymeric nanocontainer. A combination of enzymes act inside the nanocontainer in a cascade 

reaction with substrates (green, yellow) and products (yellow, red). Substrates and products are 

able to diffuse through the polymeric membrane due to the insertion of the channel protein OmpF. 

Reproduced with permission from ref [86]. 

1.7.1 Membranes with selective permeability 

- Aquaporin-functionalized membranes for water desalination 

Aquaporins are unique membrane proteins that offer high water permeability and high 

solute rejection. Their great potential for water desalination applications have led to a 

considerable effort for the development of aquaporin based biomimetic membranes [87] 

[9]. Today, conventional desalination membranes, such as reverse osmosis (RO), demand 

relatively high energy and are still limited on their selectivity and permeability. Since 

biological membranes and thus also synthetic block copolymer membranes offer this 

great solute rejection property, embedding active aquaporins into planar membranes 

improves efficiency and energy consumption compared to conventional desalination 

membranes (Figure 1.9A) [33,47,48]. The proof of concept was presented and patented in 

the year 2007 [8], and subsequent research and even founded start-up companies are 

leading this great idea further for future desalination membranes. 

- Ion channels for ion-selective membranes 

Since membrane proteins are delicate structures prone to degradation, the use of more 

simple methods to generate selective permeability through synthetic block copolymer 

membranes led to the study of ion-selective biopores, such as ionophores or helical 
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peptides. These simple compounds, dissolved at very high concentrations in an organic 

solvent (e.g. EtOH, DMSO) can be added directly to the membranes and will insert 

immediately due to their hydrophobicity. A very small amount of solvent did not affect 

membrane stability. Gramicidin (gA), an alpha-helix forming-, 15 amino acid long 

peptide allows the passage of protons and monovalent cations through the membrane 

[88]. In a recent study, it was shown that gramicidin successfully inserts into membranes 

with thicknesses up to 12 nm, while at higher thicknesses the passage of ions was blocked 

due to incorrect insertion of gA into the membrane [52]. This suggests that a hydrophobic 

mismatch that is too large causes gA to assemble in an incorrect way. In a second study, 

by using the simple ionophore, ionomycin, selective permeability for Ca
2+

 ions through 

these membranes was obtained [89]. In contrast to gramicidin, ionomycin is a carrier 

molecule and upon a Ca
2+ gradient, the ions are transported through the membrane. Ion-

selective membranes are a further step towards the development of biosensors (e.g. 

detection of pH or ionic strength) or nanoreactors for which ion exchange is required to 

facilitate in situ reactions inside the polymersomes.  

1.7.2 Nanoreactors 

Nanoreactors are supramolecular structures self-assembled from amphiphilic block 

copolymers containing a cavity suitable for proteins / enzymes to fulfil their typical 

function (Figure 1.9B) [13]. The chemical reaction performed by the active entity is 

confined by a semipermeable shell. Shell permeability has to be guaranteed in order to 

allow the exchange of substrates and products as such to be counted as nanoreactor [90]. 

Many examples of nanoreactors were published in recent years differing in the type of 

polymers used, the number of enzymes involved, type of reaction and location of the 

reaction [1,13,83,91].  

In order to obtain membrane permeability and keep the enzymes entrapped in the interior 

of the polymersome at the same time, OmpF was inserted allowing an unspecific passage 

of molecules with molecular weights ≤ 600 Da [92]. In such a way, nanoreactors were 

obtained and described first by Nardin et al. in the year 2000 [39]. Further improvements 

and ideas led to several possible applications in life sciences and nanomedicine. Artificial 

organelles, which mimic cellular organelles, were applied to cells in order to reduce cell 

stress upon the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). ROS are involved in several 

diseases such as Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer, cancer, etc. [87]. These nanoreactors 
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were taken up by cells and operated in vivo, which represents a large step towards 

nanomedicine (e.g. artificial organelles). In another attempt, nanoreactors were used to 

produce an antibiotic compound (penicillin) from non-active substrates [43,44]. The 

encapsulated enzyme inside the nanoreactor converted the substrates, upon the addition to 

the outside environment to penicillin and thereby reducing and/or inhibiting bacterial cell 

growth. 

These examples show a great promise of these synthetic biomimetic membranes for 

applications in several fields.  
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Chapter 2 

2 Fundamental theories and characterisation methods 

In this chapter, the theoretical and technical know-how to describe and detect diffusion in 
membranes is described. Section 2.1 provides the fundamentals of molecular diffusion 
based on mathematical descriptions to describe diffusion and diffusion characteristics 
within membranes. Section 2.2 presents a brief overview of different techniques available 
to measure lateral diffusion in membranes. In the last two sections of this chapter, the 
here used method to determine the lateral diffusion coefficients within membranes is 
introduced, first, on a general basis of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) 
(section 2.3), and, second, on a more specialized type of FCS, the z-scan FCS (section 
2.4).  

 

2.1 Fundamentals of molecular diffusion 

2.1.1 Brownian motion and diffusion  

The diffusion within membranes, of either the membrane-forming amphiphiles (lipids, 

block copolymers, etc.) or small molecules (membrane proteins, cholesterol, etc.) 

diffusing through or within the membrane, can be described by applying the classical 

analysis of Brownian motion. Brownian motion is an irregular and directionless (random) 

motion of particles suspended in a gas or fluid phase due to thermal collisions with atoms 

in the gas or liquid phase [93]. The thermal agitation also induces the movement of the 

membrane components in the plane of the membrane, which in two dimensions is 

identical with lateral diffusion [94]. Due to these random collisions, the motion of the 

particles, on a macroscopic level, does not follow any specific rule and, thus, can be 

described by mathematical models using the probability theory (stochastics). The Einstein 

relation describes the free Brownian lateral diffusion in a 2D system (Figure 2.1): 
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 〈 〉 4  (2.1)

where 〈 〉 is the mean square displacement, 	is the diffusion coefficient, and 	

is the time. The diffusion coefficient is a measure of the area that a particle covers in a 

certain time (units µm2/s). Since this process is a random lateral self-diffusion, this 

definition has to be strictly separated from diffusion by concentration gradients.  

 

Figure 2.1. Simulated trajectories of random walks in a 2D system. The four different trajectories 

have different diffusion coefficients symbolized by the different colours. The circles represent the 

root mean squared displacement 〈 2 〉of the particles from the origin (centre) providing a 

measure of the area the particles covered during the simulation time. 

For example, a lipid molecule with a microscopic lateral diffusion coefficient of  = 10 

µm
2
/s covers an area with a radius of ~ 300 nm (circle area ~ 0.28 µm

2
) within the time of 

2 ms. These are typical numbers as experimentally obtained by measuring lipid lateral 

diffusion within a fluid phospholipid bilayer obtained from z-scan FCS (see section 2.4) 

[95].  

The mathematical description of the phenomenon of lipid diffusion in a lipid bilayer 

membrane has been matter of research for a long time. There are two main models 

proposed, both of which take into account the size of the diffusing molecules in 

proportion to the size of the lipids. In case of molecules smaller or similar in size to 

lipids, the model is based on the free-area (2D) or free-volume (3D) theory [96–98]. In 

this way, a molecule can only move if the free area is greater than a certain critical size 

existing next to it [99]. Even though this free area theory is rather simple, experimental 
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and molecular dynamics simulation studies showed that they are in close agreement to the 

theoretical model [97,98].  

Membrane components that are larger than lipids sense the membrane as viscous 

continuum and consider the phospholipids as the “solvent” [98]. Since the motion of 

diffusing molecules is driven by random collisions with solvent molecules (lipids), there 

are frictional forces occurring, which originate from the viscous solvent [98]. Including 

the frictional coefficient F, the diffusion coefficient is defined as:  

 
 (2.2)

where 	is the Boltzmann constant. For a spherical particle of radius 	in a medium of 

viscosity , the frictional coefficient equals to 6 . Combined with equation 2.2 

the Stokes–Einstein equation is obtained: 

 
6

 (2.3)

The Stokes-Einstein equation shows that the diffusion coefficient is inversely 

proportional to both the radius  of the diffusing particle, and the medium viscosity, . 

This equation is important for the analysis of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) 

data, in order to determine the dimensions of diffusing particles in aqueous solutions, e.g. 

globular proteins (see section 2.3).  

2.1.2 Anomalous diffusion 

The diffusion within cellular membranes, i.e. the lateral diffusion of lipids and membrane 

proteins, was found to not follow the Einstein relation (equation 2.1), but is successfully 

described by its slight modified version: 

 〈 〉 4  (2.4)

where  is the anomalous exponent and is defined as 0 1. If 1, this is normal 

or free diffusion. In case of anomalous diffusion ( 1), 〈 〉 is decreasing with time. 

This type of diffusion has been observed in many lipid and membrane protein diffusion 

experiments [77,99–102]. Anomalous diffusion is a result of intermolecular interactions, 

such as lipid-lipid, protein-protein or lipid-protein interactions. In addition, impermeable 

obstacles or domains, such as immobile proteins, lipid microdomains and the 

cytoskeleton lead to multiple diffusion rates and thus an anomalous diffusion 
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characteristics within the observed area [103–105]. Therefore, the effect of anomalous 

diffusion is typically observed in membrane systems with more than one component or in 

other complex systems.  

2.1.3 Saffman-Delbrück equation 

To describe lateral diffusion of particles in a lipid membrane, the Stokes-Einstein 

equation (equation 2.3) is only valid for particles/molecules with a certain dimension (R < 

10 Å) and that are considered as spheres for simplification. However, in case of 

membrane proteins laterally diffusing in a membrane, the size and geometry is different 

and the equation becomes invalid. Saffman and Delbrück extended the Stokes-Einstein 

equation to be applied to membranes [106]. The membrane is considered as a thin sheet 

of a viscous fluid, while the membrane is surrounded by another fluid (usually water) of 

much lower viscosity (Figure 2.2). The membrane protein is modelled as a cylindrical 

particle with radius  [106,107] and the equation becomes: 

 
4

 (2.5)

Here,  is the Boltzmann constant,  is the absolute temperature,  is the membrane 

thickness,  is the membrane viscosity,  the viscosity of the sourrounding medium 

and  is the Euler’s constant ( 0.5772 . 

 

Figure 2.2. The hydrodynamic model proposed by Saffman and Delbrück [106]. The membrane 

protein is regarded as a cylindrical particle embedded in a lipid bilayer membrane, which is 

surrounded by water. The cylinder is allowed moving only within the 2D plane of the membrane. 

Reprinted from [106].  

The SD-equation (equation 2.5) predicts that lateral diffusion is relatively insensitive to 

the size of the diffusing particle. For example, tetramer formation of membrane proteins 

from their monomers, which roughly corresponds to an increase in radius by a factor of 2, 
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decreases the diffusion by only a factor of 1.15. Thus, oligomerization or the formation of 

molecular complexes hardly reduces the diffusion rate. 

2.2 Measuring lateral diffusion of macromolecules 

2.2.1 Methods of lateral diffusion measurements 

There are several standard techniques available to determine lateral diffusion 

characteristics within artificial or biological membranes. Each of them is suitable for: a 

specific concentration range of the molecule of interest, concentration of the sample, 

specific label for detection and each method uses a different time scale of detection and 

length scale of the detection area. The methods are based on fluorescence detection [108], 

in particular microscopy-based techniques like single particle tracking (SPT), 

fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and fluorescence correlation 

spectroscopy (FCS): 

- Single particle tracking (SPT) 

The position of the particle of interest, i.e. a fluorescent dye or nanoparticle, is directly 

monitored and recorded as a time-directed path using fluorescence microscopy or 

computer-enhanced video microscopy [109]. Typical spatial resolutions are tens of 

nanometers (20 – 100 nm) and time resolutions of milliseconds depending on the type of 

camera (25 µs – 100 ms) [110,111]. The collected trajectories provide the mean square 

displacement (equation 2.1) of the particles and the paths can be analysed independent of 

theoretical fitting models [110]. SPT monitors individual particles, while other methods 

monitor the motion of a large collection of particles.  

- Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) 

In FRAP, a high intensity laser pulse is directed on a certain area, which irreversibly 

bleaches the fluorescent particles only in this spot of the membrane. The recovery of the 

fluorescence intensity due to the diffusion of the non-bleached particles into this 

illuminations spot is then monitored over time, which leads to a recovery fluorescence in 

the bleached area. The fitting of the recovery curve with an appropriate model allows 

quantifying the diffusion coefficients and binding kinetics [112]. FRAP needs relatively 

high concentrations (millimolar range) of fluorescent particles, which might drastically 

alter the properties of the membrane [112]. In addition, it measures diffusion on length 
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scales that are restricted by the diffraction limit of the laser beam to ~ 500 nm up to 

micrometers and timescales of milliseconds to seconds.  

- Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) 

FCS measures fluorescence intensity fluctuations in a very small observation volume (~ 1 

fL) due to the diffusion of the particles through this observation volume [113]. 

Autocorrelation analysis reveals diffusion coefficients including information on 

anomalous diffusion and binding kinetics. FCS measures on a length scale below 

micrometres and time scales from microseconds up to seconds. For a detailed 

introduction to FCS, the reader is referred to section 2.3. FCS allows local measurement 

of diffusion in specific regions of the sample and uses very low concentrations of 

fluorescent particles. In addition, todays microscopes combine a laser scanning 

microscope with FCS making the microscope a very versatile tool for other measurements 

(e.g. cell imaging, cell uptake, drug release, etc.). In this work, FCS was selected as 

method of choice because the confocal fluorescence microscopy setup together with the 

fluorescence correlation spectroscopy detector was available in the research group and is 

currently one of the most sensitive and precise methods to observe lateral diffusion 

processes within membranes. Figure 2.3 shows the principle of measurement of lateral 

diffusion on membranes by FCS.  

- Non-fluorescent methods are magnetic resonance techniques, such as nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) [114,115] or electron spin resonance (ESR) [116,117]. However, they 

are less sensitive compared to the fluorescence-based techniques and do not permit nano-

/micro-scale resolutions. Microscopic techniques allow directly visualizing the samples to 

distinguish e.g. domains within more complex systems.  

2.2.2 Fluorescence labelling 

In the recent years, the development of microscopy imaging has increased resolution, 

accuracy and sensitivity for fluorescence detection. The advantage of fluorescence is, that 

the emitted light can be separated from the excitation light via appropriate filters in the 

microscope, because the fluorescent compounds are excited with light of a certain 

wavelength ( ) and emit light with a higher wavelength ( ); this difference between 

 and  is known as Stokes shift. In this way, the detected signal shows a high 

signal-to-noise ratio. In order to visualize the particles of interest, they have to be 

modified by fluorescent compounds (Figure 2.3). The labelling of the particle of interest 
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can be performed by different methods. The most common one is the direct chemical 

attachment of a fluorophore to the macromolecule. Another one is the use of antibodies 

carrying a fluorophore. The antibodies specifically bind to the macromolecule of interest 

(e.g. proteins). The third one is the modification by genetic engineering when using 

proteins. Modification of the genome to the end of the sequence of the protein can co-

express for example green fluorescent protein (GFP). In this way, each protein will carry 

a GFP molecule. It has to be noted, that the introduction of fluorescent labels on a 

molecule by any of these methods is changing the molecular structure to some extent, 

which has to be taken into account for data analysis and is the main disadvantage of 

fluorescence-based methods.  

 

Figure 2.3. Principle of lateral diffusion measurement of diffusing membrane components based 

on fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). A) The particle of interest has to be labelled with 

a fluorescent dye. B) The labelled macromolecules are excited by a laser and the emission is 

recorded on a detector.  

2.3 Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) 

2.3.1 Basic principle of FCS 

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy is an experimental, fluorescence based, technique 

and was first described in the early 1970s [118–120]. The technological advancement of 

the confocal optics, laser lights and photon detection sensors (e.g. avalanche 

photodiodes), increased the sensitivity down to single-molecule levels. FCS uses an 

extremely small detection volume as the observation cell (femtoliter size, ~10-15 L = 1 

µm
3
) [113]. FCS provides the advantage to detect single molecules at high spatial and 

temporal resolution at very low concentrations, i.e. concentrations down to the nanomolar 
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range (10-9 M), with high signal-to-noise ratio and short measuring times (ms, 

milliseconds). This largely improves the statistical significance of the measurement. In 

general, fluorescence intensity and the intensity fluctuation over time – due to the 

diffusion of the fluorescent molecules – are of interest. This provides information on 

diffusion and local concentrations, and at the same time information on molecular sizes, 

molecular weights, aggregation states, association and dissociation constants, chemical 

rate constants and intermolecular interactions [121–123].  

FCS uses a confocal microscope setup (Figure 2.4 A), which, in contrast to conventional 

fluorescence microscopy, illuminates a single spot (confocal volume) (Figure 2.4 B), 

therefore providing also resolution in the z-axis. A laser light of specific wavelength is 

focused onto the specimen by an objective with high numerical aperture (NA). The 

diffraction causes the laser to be focused not as a single point, but as a focal volume (Vf) 

element. The width  of Vf is given by 
∙

, where  is the wavelength of the laser 

beam. Due to refraction limits, NA has a finite number and, therefore, Vf is only changing 

with the wavelength  used in the system. At the same time, the fluorescence signal 

emitted from the illuminated molecules is collected through a pinhole, which suppresses 

the out-of-focus light. This increases the axial resolution and scattered light is supressed 

(Figure 2.4A) [124].  

 

Figure 2.4. Principle of FCS. A) Confocal setup of the microscope. The laser light is focused onto 

the sample and the fluorescence detected by an avalanche photodiode (APD). B) The laser light is 

focused onto the sample membrane. Fluorescent molecules diffuse through the confocal volume 

and the emitted fluorescence is detected. C) The fluorescent molecules give rise to intensity 

fluctuations, which are subjected to the autocorrelation algorithm. D) The generated 

autocorrelation function provides the important parameters diffusion time  and number of 

particles N. Adapted with permission from [125].  
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2.3.2 Molecule statistics 

In FCS, the fluorescence intensity is recorded over time at very high temporal resolution 

to resolve time steps down to 1 µs and lower. At perfect conditions, i.e. single-photon 

detection, constant excitation intensity, etc., it is possible to record photon by photon 

emitted by the fluorescent dyes using avalanche photo diodes (APD) (Figure 2.4 A). The 

fluorescent particles diffuse around and only emit photons while they are in the confocal 

volume (Figure 2.4 B). Therefore, the fluorescence intensity gives information on the 

fluorescent particle concentration and the intensity fluctuation around the mean value is 

used to obtain other parameters such as molecular brightness or hydrodynamic radius 

[126]. The temporal resolution of the signal provides the basis to generate a correlation 

(Figure 2.4 C). The intensity fluctuations from the raw data are mathematically quantified 

by autocorrelating the signal (equation 2.6). The obtained autocorrelation function  is 

a measure of the self-similarity of the signal, i.e. the probability to detect the signal at 

time  again: 

 〈 ∙ 〉

〈 〉
 (2.6)

where	 〈 〉 are the fluctuations around the mean value , 〈 〉 is the 

time averaged fluorescence intensity and  is the intensity at the shifted time 

. The calculation of  can be performed either using a hardware correlator or a 

software correlation algorithm [127]. 

The decay time  (further referred to diffusion time), which is the time at the half 

intensity of the autocorrelation curve (Figure 2.4D), is then the mean average residence 

time of the particles in the detection volume. Since the exact volume of the measuring 

focus (Vf) can be obtained by external calibration, the concentration 〈 〉 of the analysed 

particles can be calculated. The zero-time correlation ( 0 ) yields the average number of 

particles 〈 〉: 

 
0

1

〈 〉

1

〈 〉
 (2.7)

For a quantitative determination, it is required to fit the experimentally obtained 

autocorrelation curve by a mathematical model function containing the parameters of 

interest. Software programs vary these parameters in order to minimize the difference 

between the experimental correlation curve and the model [125]. 
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For 2D Brownian diffusion within a membrane through a detection area with a Gaussian 

profile, the model function is described as: 

 1
∙

1

1
4

1
∙

1

1
 (2.8)

Here,  is the average number of particles in the detection area 

( ) and D is the diffusion coefficient, which is calculated from the diffusion 

time . In case of anomalous diffusion (see section 2.1.2), the exponent  

(1 0) is added to equation 2.8 and becomes: 

 1
∙

1

1
 (2.9)

However, it is important to consider that the determination of  and  involves the exact 

definition of the laser beam area. This parameter is usually obtained by a calibration 

measurement of a series of known free dye concentrations with a known diffusion 

coefficient. Other model functions take into account photophysical phenomena generating 

additional fluctuations (e.g. triplet state (Figure 2.5), blinking), the presence of additional 

fluorescent components (two or more components), free dyes in solution, particle binding 

 

Figure 2.5. Autocorrelation function of diffusing particles analysed by FCS. Triplet dynamics 

typically appear at  ≈ 1-3 µs, diffusion dynamics in solution at  > 20 µs, diffusion in membranes 

at  > 1000 µs. Anomalous diffusion flattens the autocorrelation function. The number of particles 

N is the inverse of the amplitude. 
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fluorescent components (two or more components), free dyes in solution, particle binding 

dynamics or a non-Gaussian detection profile [127]. An overview of the different model 

functions available for FCS is given in the book chapter of Hermann et al. (2015) [123]. 

The following two equations are used to account for 2D diffusion of a single component 

including the triplet state (equation 2.10) and 2D diffusion of two components including 

triplet state (equation 2.11): 

 

1 1
1

e ∙
1 1

1
 (2.10)

 

1 1
1

e ∙
1 1 f

1

f

1

 (2.11)

The first term in both equations (2.10 and 2.11) represents the correction for intersystem 

crossing (molecules in triplet state), where  is the fraction of fluorophores in the 

triplet state,  is the corresponding triplet time, and f is the fraction of particle number 

two (0 ≤ f ≤ 1). 

The external calibration is a general drawback of this measurement technique because it 

is prone to artefacts and all the further FCS measurements rely on this calibration. Optical 

aberrations are one source of error that can alter the ideal geometry of the confocal 

volume. This deviation can be caused by incorrect coverslip thicknesses, refractive index 

mismatch, incorrect pinhole adjustment, or astigmatism, which can lead to high errors in 

diffusion, and even higher errors in concentration measurements [128]. Other artefacts are 

related to high excitation intensities, which result in photobleaching of the dyes and 

depend on the time the dye is residing in the illuminated volume. This is especially 

important for slow diffusing particles [124,128].  

For FCS measurements on planar membranes, the exact positioning of the sample 

membrane with respect to the focus at the minimum beam waist ( ) is crucial because 

only this size of the measurement area is known. At a small deviation from  the 

calculated diffusion coefficient will be wrong. For example, the thickness of a 

phospholipid membrane is only 5 nm and is therefore several orders of magnitude smaller 

than the laser beam z-dimensions. These different diameters of the illuminated part of the 

membrane result in different values of  and N. In order to overcome these problems 
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discussed above and/or to reduce the measurement errors to significant levels, various 

extensions to conventional FCS have been developed [127], such as scanning-FCS [129], 

two-focus FCS [130], TIRF-FCS [131], etc. Another extension that is frequently used on 

membranes and has the advantage that it can be easily performed with a standard FCS 

setup, is the z-scan FCS method, which allows scanning along the z-axis [105,132]. This 

method will be discussed in detail in the following sections. 

2.4 Z-scan FCS 

Z-scan FCS is one out of several existing types of FCS methods that overcomes the 

calibration problem of the detection volume dimensions and is considered as a 

calibration-free method of FCS. It was first introduced by Benda et al. in 2003 [132]. This 

technique is well suited for the measurement on supported membranes on surfaces, giant 

unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) and biological membranes. The most important requirement 

is that the membrane is stable and non-moving.  

2.4.1 Principle of z-scan FCS 

Z-scan FCS is used to measure diffusion coefficients and particle number at different 

beam waists ( ), which is based on recording a consecutive set of FCS autocorrelation 

curves along the optical axis (z-axis) of the measuring plane (Figure 2.6) [105,122]. 

Typically, the step-size, i.e. the distances between the different measuring planes, is 

between 100 and 300 nm. In this way, the illuminated area is changed with each position 

of the step size according to the geometry of the Gaussian beam.  

The measured diffusion times and number of particles thus yields an axial dependence of 

the confocal radius . The minimum beam waist  and thus the diffusion coefficient D 

and the minimum number of particles  can be determined by fitting the diffusion times 

and number of particles with respect to the distance Δ  from the confocal center [132]: 

 
∆

4
1

Δ
 (2.12)

 
N ∆ N 1

Δ
 (2.13)

Where  is the excitation wavelength of the laser and  is the refractive index (water: 

1.33). The parameters of interest are  and , and are calculated from the fit of the 
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consecutive set of autocorrelation functions obtained for each position along the z-axis. 

Equations 2.12 and 2.13 show the parabolic dependency of  and  on Δ . The fitting 

results in statistically precise values of D and . 

 

Figure 2.6. Principle of z-scan FCS on a membrane to determine lateral diffusion coefficients. A) 

The laser beam is shifted in small steps along the z-axis in order to change the observation area on 

the membrane. Adapted with permission from [133]. B) The number of fluorescent particles is 

lowest at the centre of the beam waist and increases by increasing the distance from there. C) 

Obtained autocorrelation functions and corresponding fits. D) Analysed data reveals the parabolic 

z-dependency of the diffusion time  and number of particles . 

2.4.2 FCS diffusion law 

Besides the advantages of z-scan FCS as a calibration-free method, the different 

illuminated areas provide information on the diffusion characteristics (Figure 2.7) [100]. 

The combination of the FCS diffusion law and z-scan FCS provides a linear dependence 

of  on  due to a spot-size variation of the laser beam: 
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where  is the relative number of particles in the illuminated area (spot size),  is the 

minimum beam waist and  is the effective diffusion coefficient calculated from the 

slope. The interesting parameter here is the intercept , which provides information on 

the membrane organization and thus offers an indication on the membrane structure. A 

value of 0 is considered as free diffusion as the number of particles is zero at zero 

beam waist. On the other hand, the diffusion is considered hindered if the value of  

becomes nonzero. In this case, the diffusing object can be hindered by traps and domains 

existing in the membrane, which yields 0. The decrease in  as a function of the 

spot size is therefore less steep than in the case of free diffusion. If the diffusing object is 

guided, for example by a network, 0, also called hop-diffusion and results in a 

steeper slope (Figure 2.7). In typical z-scan FCS experiments, the spot size varies from 

~200 to 500 nm, depending on the laser wavelength [100]. 

 

Figure 2.7. Examples of the FCS diffusion law. The diffusion characteristics can be determined 

by measuring the diffusion time at different spot areas. The y-axis intercept on the plot of the 

diffusion time versus the spot changes depending on the membrane organizations. A) Free 

diffusion causes the intercept to be zero. B) In case of a meshwork, the particles experience a 

guided diffusion and thus, the intercept is negative. C) Hindered diffusion is caused by traps and 

domains, where the particles reside longer than outside of them, which causes a positive intercept. 

Adapted with permission from [133]. 
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Chapter 3 

3 Molecular organization and dynamics in polymersome membranes: 

A lateral diffusion study 

In this chapter, the results of lateral diffusion measurements on block copolymer 
membranes are presented. The study provided insight into important membrane 
properties such as membrane fluidity and membrane thickness of triblock and diblock 
copolymers. The data was compared to the properties of lipid bilayers.  

 

This study has been published: 

F. Itel, M. Chami, A. Najer, S. Lörcher, D. Wu, I. A. Dinu, W. Meier, Molecular Organisation and 
Dynamics in Polymersome Membranes: A Lateral Diffusion Study, Macromolecules (2014), 47, 
7588 – 7596.1 

 

3.1 Problem definition 

The increased complexity of functionalized nanoreactors necessitates robust methods to 

analyse the properties of the created structures. Therefore, the interaction of membranes 

with their associated molecules and proteins is of fundamental importance and is 

necessary to deduce information about the activity and function of the artificial system. In 

order to be fully functional, membrane proteins depend on a flexible and fluid 

environment as provided by natural lipid bilayers [134]. This can be assured by the 

fluidity of the membrane, which is an important structural factor deduced from lateral 

diffusion coefficients of membrane components [100]. 

                                                 
1 Reprinted (adapted) with permission from reference [95]. Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society. 
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According to the fluid mosaic model proposed by Singer and Nicholson [18], the 

membrane constituents diffuse freely in a 2D membrane and the molecules are distributed 

randomly. From high-resolution structures of biological membranes, the definition of 

“freely” and “randomly-distributed” are imprecise definitions and it is well known today 

that rather a non-randomness situation within the biological membranes is the case [135]. 

Lateral diffusion measurements of cell membranes and artificial lipid membranes showed 

that supramolecular clusters, called rafts, form functional domains, which are important to 

maintain cellular functions [135]. The experimentally observed fluidity, based on 

fluorescence measurements, in such membranes is described by different diffusion effects 

induced by three types of membrane organizations: (i) free diffusion without any 

hindrance, (ii) hindered-diffusion caused by (micro-) domains and (iii) impeding-

diffusion by a meshwork [133]. For this purpose, the lateral mobility and deduced 

membrane organizations reveal insight into structural aspects at the molecular level.  

Lipids, due to their low molecular weight, possess a “soft” property within the separated 

bilayer [136]. In contrast, amphiphilic block copolymers usually have high molecular 

weights and thus behave as bulky and coiled macromolecules within the membrane. 

Regarded from a structural point of view, amphiphilic block copolymers within a self-

assembled membrane adopt much more complex structures. This results in slow diffusion 

properties [23]. Diblock and triblock copolymers are two of the most commonly 

synthesized block arrangements in the field of self-assembling polymers for the 

generation of artificial membranes. As described in section 1.5.1, diblock copolymers can 

form structures similar to lipid bilayers, but due to interdigitation and entanglement of the 

chains the layers are not fully separated [63]. Triblock copolymer chains having an ABA 

arrangement (hydrophilic-hydrophobic-hydrophilic) can adapt two possible 

conformations inside the self-assembled membrane: the I-shape and U-shape [65,66]. It is 

believed that the membrane is composed of a mixture of both chain conformations [65]. 

In addition, by increasing the molecular weight of the polymer, the entropic energy 

contribution increases, leading to an increased number of possible conformations of the 

polymer chains, i.e. stronger interdigitation and entanglement of the chains within the 

membrane [63,137]. Furthermore, the membrane thickness can be modulated according to 

the molecular weight of the hydrophobic block [62]. Thicker membranes are more stable 

due to a larger area of hydrophobic interaction. It was described that the conformation of 

the polymer molecules changes with the molecular weight due to the strong segregation 
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limit (SSL) at the block interface. The repulsion between the hydrophilic and the 

hydrophobic block causes a more stretched chain conformation [62,138]. This results in a 

lower density of the hydrophobic membrane layer for low molecular weight polymers 

(similar to lipids, ~ 1000 g/mol). In contrast, higher molecular weight copolymers form 

larger membrane thicknesses and therefore experience less segregation force due to an 

increase in chain flexibility. This leads to more coiled and denser structures, which is 

reflected in interdigitation lower fluidity of the leaflets.  

Important membrane properties, such as lateral diffusion coefficients, domain formation, 

membrane thickness and membrane viscosity provide important information for the 

generation of biomimetic membranes for certain. The membranes are composed of 

diblock (AxBy) and triblock (AxByAx) copolymers containing poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) 

(PMOXA) and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) blocks known to form polymersomes and 

incorporate membrane proteins in aqueous solution [3,39,139]. In order to determine 

lateral diffusion coefficients and to investigate the membrane structure, a large library of 

diblock and triblock copolymers with different molecular weights was synthesized (Table 

3.1). Z-scan fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) was used to determine lateral 

diffusion coefficients on the membranes of giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) and to 

retrieve information about the existence of rafts and domain structures below the 

refraction limit of the laser beam [132,140]. Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy 

(Cryo-TEM) was performed to determine membrane thicknesses of self-assembled 

polymersomes in order to deduce the chain conformation of the polymer molecules within 

the membrane [69]. 

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of lateral diffusion of amphiphilic block copolymer 

macromolecules that self-assemble into membranes.  
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3.2 Results and discussion 

3.2.1 Amphiphilic block copolymers and self-assembly 

This study on the lateral diffusion within block copolymer membranes is based on a large 

library of ten different polymers; six were synthesized in triblock- and four in diblock 

configuration (Table 3.1). The block copolymers are composed of PMOXAx-b-PDMSy-b-

PMOXAx, further referred to as AxByAx and diblocks as AxBy, where the subscripts x and 

y denote the degree of polymerization as determined by 1H-NMR. The polymers, known 

to have high PDIs (Table 3.1), differ only in their block lengths and molecular weights. 

The calculated hydrophilic weight fractions (fhydrophilic) were between 21 - 32%, similar to 

the hydrophilic weight fraction of lipids (flipids ≈ 35% ± 10%), hence these amphiphiles 

possess the ability to form vesicular structures in aqueous solutions (Figure 3.2) [4]. 

These block copolymers are able to form GUVs required to measure lateral diffusion by 

the z-scan FCS method.  

Table 3.1. Molecular characteristics of amphiphilic triblock and diblock copolymers (molecular 

weight Mw, molecular weight of PDMS block Mw,PDMS, hydrophilic weight fraction fhydrophilic, 

polydispersity index (PDI).  

 
molecular 

composition
a
 

Mw  
[kg/mol] 

Mw,PDMS  
[kg/mol] 

fhydrophilic  
[%] 

PDI
b
 

Triblock 

A3B19A3 2.1 1.5 32 2.4 

A6B34A6 3.8 2.6 32 2.3 

A6B44A6 4.5 3.3 25 1.8 

A7B49A7 5.1 3.7 27 2.1 

A12B63A12 6.9 4.7 32 2.1 

A12B87A12 8.7 6.5 25 1.6 

Diblock 

A6B22 2.5 1.7 28 1.8 

A9B31 3.3 2.4 28 1.4 

A8B39 3.8 3.0 22 1.5 

A14B65 6.2 4.9 21 1.7 

Lipid POPC 0.77 - ~35 - 
a
Determined by 

1
H NMR. 

b
Determined by GPC. 

 

All the block copolymers used in this study form polymersomes in Hepes buffer (20 mM 

Hepes, 50 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) and their supramolecular assemblies were confirmed by 

cryo-TEM (Figure 3.2). It is interesting that the self-assembly differs between the block 
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copolymers, although all feature a similar fhydrophilic value. Some of the polymers generate 

a lot of polymersomes, while others show a rather low number of polymersomes, 

although in all the samples the same polymer concentration was used (5 mg/ml). This 

might be attributed to several factors originating from the block copolymer synthesis 

[141–144]:  

i) Polydispersity index: The PDI of the block copolymers is very high (1.6 – 2.4) 

because the synthesis of bifunctional PDMS (for triblock copolymer) was done 

by polycondensation (step-growth polymerisation). From a general observation 

in our labs, this technique provides difficulties in controlling the polydispersity 

of the obtained PDMS. For the synthesis of commercial PDMS, the equilibrium 

polymerisation is commonly used, which leads to homopolymers with slightly 

lower PDIs.  

ii) Purification: The purification of block copolymers after the synthesis is an 

important step to eliminate residual components needed for the chemical 

reactions (solvents, monomers, initiators, unreacted PDMS, etc.). Therefore, it is 

common to apply ultrafiltration, where the block copolymers are separated from 

small molecular weight compounds. Due to the amphiphilic nature of the 

polymers, it is difficult to find a “good” solvent, which is able to extend the 

polymeric structure of the single macromolecules. For example, PDMS can coil 

and entrap small hydrophobic molecules, which remain in the final “purified” 

sample. In addition, minimal amounts of unreacted PDMS (i.e. not connected to 

PMOXA) can remain in the final sample. These residual compounds, even at 

very small concentrations, can sometimes not be detected by NMR, or the signal 

from the final sample overlaps the signals from the trace materials. To which 

extent these compounds influence the self-assembly process is not known and 

cannot be really controlled. 

These issues have always been a problem in PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA block 

copolymer synthesis and they are especially difficult to control for triblocks. 

Nevertheless, the here chosen block copolymers self-assemble to polymersomes, 

and just the efficiency they assemble to polymersomes is differing between each 

polymer batch. 
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Figure 3.2. Representative cryo-TEM images of all block copolymers. Six different triblock 

(upper panel, non-extruded) and four different diblock (lower panel) copolymer vesicle 

dispersions at concentrations of ~5 mg/mL in a Hepes buffer (20 mM Hepes, 50 mM NaCl, pH 

7.4) were prepared. All images have the same magnification and the scale bar represents 100 nm. 
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3.2.2 Membrane thickness and molecular weight dependence 

Membrane thicknesses of all block copolymers and of the lipid POPC were determined 

from images obtained by cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) 

(Figure 3.2). The thicknesses were obtained by lineal analysis measuring the distances of 

the dark part of the membrane using ImageJ software (ImageJ, US National Institutes of 

Health). Membrane thicknesses were calculated as mean values ± SD (n ≥ 100). All 

samples show a Gaussian distribution of the membrane thickness, while the standard 

deviation is increasing with increasing membrane thickness (Figure 3.3 and Table 3.2). 

 

Figure 3.3. Membrane thickness calculation. Gaussian distribution curves of all block copolymer 

membranes (diblock and triblock copolymers, and the lipid POPC).  

The membrane thickness of amphiphilic block copolymer membranes depends on the 

molecular weight of the hydrophobic block [62,66]. As shown in Table 3.2 and Figure 

3.4, the membrane thickness increases with the number of PDMS units (block B). 
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Table 3.2. Statistical significance of membrane thickness determination for all block copolymer 

membranes. The results are obtained from Figure 3.3.  

 
molecular 

composition 
Mw,PDMS 
[kg/mol] 

Membrane 
thickness [nm] 

Mean value ± SD 

R2 
(Gaussian fit) 

n 

Triblock 

A3B19A3 1.5 6.0 ± 0.5 0.99 275 

A6B34A6 2.6 9.2 ± 0.5 0.96 169 

A6B44A6 3.3 10.7 ± 0.7 0.98 260 

A7B49A7 3.7 12.1 ± 1.0 0.94 310 

A12B63A12 4.7 13.4 ± 0.9 0.96 273 

A12B87A12 6.5 16.2 ± 1.4 0.91 187 

Diblock 

A6B22 1.7 10.9 ± 0.7 0.91 155 

A9B31 2.4 14.3 ± 1.1 0.84 100 

A8B39 3.0 16.0 ± 1.1 0.91 206 

A14B65 4.9 21.3 ± 1.2 0.90 165 

Lipids POPC - 5.0 ± 0.4 0.93 138 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Systematic view of membrane thicknesses. Diblock (upper panel) and triblock (lower 

panel) copolymer membranes are arranged with increasing membrane thickness (from left to 

right). Images were generated by the cryo-TEM technique.  

Systematic studies on the membrane thickness of hydrophobic blocks composed of 

poly(butadiene) (PBD) [69] and poly(ethylethylene) (PEE) [72] revealed that the membrane 

thickness d scales with the molecular weight of the hydrophobic block (Mh) as ∝  

(equation 1.2). The exponent a provides information about the polymer structure [69,145] 

and was calculated for both diblock and triblock copolymers (Figure 3.5).  
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Figure 3.5. Power law dependence of the membrane thickness on the hydrophobic molecular 

weight of the PDMS block (Mw,PDMS) with the corresponding calculation of the slope (exponent a). 

The slope provides information about the chain conformation of the macromolecules. Lines 

represent linear fits; error bars represent standard deviations (±SD).  

The analysis of the membrane thickness (Figure 3.5) results in similar values for the 

exponent a of 0.67 (triblock) and 0.62 (diblock) for both polymer types; values that show 

a chain conformation according to the strong segregation theory (SSL: a = 0.66). 

Furthermore, the data points do not behave exactly according to equation 1.2; the 

exponent a is increasing with decreasing Mw,PDMS and vice-versa (Figure 3.6) as reported 

previously [62]. 

 

Figure 3.6. Change in power law dependence of the membrane thickness on the hydrophobic 

molecular weight of the PDMS block (Mw,PDMS). The slopes are increasing with decreasing 

molecular weight and vice-versa, indicated by the red numbers.  

Figure 3.6 shows the change of the slope when the fit is based on the upper and lower 

data points. For diblocks, the linear fits in red are based on the upper or lower three data 

points, while for triblocks, the linear fits are based on the upper or lower four data points. 
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It has to be noted that this analysis provides just a rough estimation what happens with the 

polymer structure at higher and lower molecular weights, the effect of which was shown 

with other polymers [62]. Here, at hydrophobic molecular weights below 2500 g/mol, the 

chains are more stretched (a ≈ 0.70 – 0.74) leading to more ordered chain configurations 

within the membrane. With increasing molecular weight (Mw,PDMS > 4000 g/mol) the 

exponent a decreases towards values below 0.6 (a ≈ 0.55 – 0.59) reflecting more coiled 

polymer chains leading to more interdigitation [62]. For example, the theoretical maximal 

PDMS length using the segment length of PDMS (0.311 nm) according to the Si-O bond 

distance (0.164 nm) and the Si-O-Si angle (θ = 143°) [146] of the smallest triblock 

copolymer used in this study (A3B19A3) is equal to the mean value of the membrane 

thickness determined by cryo-TEM (experimental membrane thickness: 6.0 ± 0.5 nm 

versus maximal stretched PDMS chain: 5.9 nm). This clearly demonstrates to which 

extent the macromolecules stretch. However, the smoothness of the membrane (Figure 

3.2) decreased, which might lead to a lower membrane stability. On the other hand, the 

maximal PDMS chain length of the largest triblock copolymer (A12B87A12) is 66% longer 

(+10.7 nm) than the measured membrane thickness. Moreover, the membranes appear 

more smooth (Figure 3.2). 

In case of diblocks, all block copolymers have a smaller membrane thickness than the 

maximum theoretical PDMS chain lengths, ranging from 25% (A8B22) to 90% (A14B65). 

They also show the decrease of the exponent a towards smaller values with increasing 

molecular weight. In the coarse-grain molecular dynamics simulation study of diblock 

copolymers the same behaviour was observed [72]. Small molecular weight polymers 

with membrane thicknesses smaller than 7 nm were shown to have exponents of a ~ 0.8, 

while large molecular weight polymers revealed exponents towards values of a ~ 0.5 

(pure random coil). 

Comparing the membrane thicknesses between triblock and diblock copolymers reveals 

that the thickness of diblocks is roughly twice the thickness of triblocks with same 

number of PMDS units (Figure 3.7). This suggests a bilayer structure of diblock 

copolymers, with only slight interdigitation of the two leaflets. A weak interdigitation 

causes that no clear bilayer structures could be observed in cryo-TEM images as it is 

always observed for lipid bilayers. However, there was one exception on an image with 

the A9B31 diblock copolymer, where the membrane stands perpendicular to the projection 

plane (Figure 3.8). In this image, the membrane reveals a clear bilayer structure. 
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Figure 3.7. Comparison of the membrane thickness of diblocks and triblock copolymer 

membrane. If Mw,PDMS of the diblock copolymers is multiplied by two (assuming a pure bilayer 

membrane), the membrane thickness is roughly the same as for triblocks.  

 

 

Figure 3.8. Cryo-TEM images of lipid and diblock bilayer structures. A) POPC liposome and B) 

a deformed A9B31 diblock copolymer vesicle showing a strong bilayer structures. The images 

were taken with a high defocus (-4 µm) to yield a higher image contrast. The special shape of the 

particular polymer vesicle in (B) improves the contrast on the projection plane. This shows a 

bilayer structure without interdigitation. 

The bilayer-like structure of the here presented membranes is in strong contrast to the 

previously reported PEO-b-PBO block copolymer membranes [63]. Although we used 

different block copolymers, we question their model of strongly interdigitated polymer 

membranes. The lateral diffusion measurements and cryo-TEM images of vesicular 

structures show distinct membranes and provide the basis for this conclusion. We did not 

determine membrane thicknesses from TEM with negative staining, because the image 

contrast originates from the stain around the vesicles. In cryo-TEM imaging, it has to be 

noted that a high defocus increases the effect of the contrast transfer function (CTF) 

leading to high errors for distance measurements. We corrected images for the CTF, 
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however, for images with a low defocus we did not observe a significant difference 

before and after CTF correction. Additionally, thin membranes from self-assembled block 

copolymers following the strong segregation limit, as stated by the molecular simulation 

study [72], must have stretched polymer chains. Thicker membranes consequently will 

reflect coiled chains together with interdigitation. In this respect, fully interdigitated 

membranes are questioned and were never observed here. Furthermore, the main concern 

from this simple exponential equation (equation 1.2) is that the exponent a lacks 

information about the strength of interdigitation and resembles only a mean value of a 

broad range of different molecular weight polymers. A precise conclusion can only be 

drawn when at least one structure of the data set is known exactly. Besides cryo-TEM 

imaging of polymersome membranes, lateral diffusion provides an additional, 

experimentally obtained hint to conclude more details about the membrane structure, 

which will be shown in the following sections in this chapter. 

3.2.3 Fluorescent labelling of the polymers 

In order to measure lateral diffusion of the single macromolecules, four polymers 

(A12B63A12, A6B44A6, A14B65, A6B34) were labelled with a fluorescent dye, 

sulforhodamine B (SRB). These four polymers were chosen as intermediate sized 

polymers to be mixed at a small percentage (0.005 – 0.01% (w/w)) with the other 

polymers that build up the membrane (Table 3.4). These labelled polymers can be easily 

mixed with the membrane. The large PDIs of the polymers ensures that the different 

polymer sizes overlap with each other, which then does not or only minimally influence 

the membrane structure and property. We do not expect a change in the diffusion property 

of the mixture due to i) the very small percentage of the mixtures, ii) the large PDIs of the 

polymers and iii) the high fluidity of the PDMS backbone, which ensures perfect mixing. 

The polymers were labelled with sulforhodamine B (SRB) acid chloride at the end groups 

of the hydrophilic PMOXA blocks. The labelling reaction was performed via an 

esterification reaction on the terminal hydroxyl groups of the block copolymers [147]. 

The dye-labelled polymers were purified on a LH-20 organic size exclusion column in 

ethanol to remove free dye from the samples. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 

(FCS) was used to verify the purity of collected fractions after size exclusion because the 

separation process was not clearly visible by eye. FCS is able to differentiate molecular 

weights that are factors of 6 – 8 different (SRB: Mw = 559 g/mol, polymers: Mw = 3500 – 

6900 g/mol). The diffusion times were measured in EtOH and compared to the diffusion 
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of free SRB in EtOH. Only the fractions yielding a single-diffusing species within the 

sample (100% slow diffusing species) were chosen. The SRB-labelled polymers had 

diffusion times around  ≈ 130 µs that is significantly higher than free SRB with a 

diffusion time of  ≈ 61 µs. These values are very close to the values published recently 

[148]. The SRB-containing samples were excited with a He-Ne laser (λ = 543 nm). 

Table 3.3. Absorption-, emission-, and diffusion analysis of the SRB-labelled triblock and 

diblock copolymers, and Rhodamine B labelled lipid (Rhod-PE).  

Molecular species 
λexc,max  
[nm] 

λem,max 
[nm] 

τD  

[µs]
 c
 

Free SRB
a
 551 571 61 

SRB-A12B63A12

a
 554 576 147 

SRB-A6B44A6

a
 559 578 132 

SRB-A14B65

a
 559 578 145 

SRB-A6B34

a
 558 578 121 

Rhod-PE
b (lipid) 560 583 - 

aMeasured in EtOH. bMeasured in CHCl3 (data from Avanti 
Polar Lipids). cFCS measurements. 

 

 

Figure 3.9. Excitation and emission spectra of the SRB-labelled block copolymers. The spectra 

show that the labelled polymers are fluorescent with a maximum excitation wavelength of 

λexc=555 nm and a maximum emission wavelength of λem=577 nm.  
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Figure 3.9 shows the excitation and emission spectra of the four labelled block 

copolymers. The fluorescence spectra show a Stokes shift of around 20 nm between the 

excitation maximum (λexc=555 nm) and emission maximum (λem=577 nm) (Table 3.3). 

For excitation measurements, the fluorescence signal was recorded at 575 nm, for 

emission recordings, the signal was excited at 555 nm. 

Table 3.4. Molecular composition of the membranes mixtures used for the lateral diffusion 

measurements.  

 
Measured  
membrane 

SRB-polymer 
mixed 

Mixing ratio 
(labelled vs. non-labelled) 

[%] 

Triblock 

A3B19A3 A6B44A6 0.005 

A6B34A6 A6B44A6 0.005 

A6B44A6 A6B44A6 0.005 

A7B49A7 A12B63A12 0.015 

A12B63A12 A12B63A12 0.01 

A12B87A12 A12B63A12 0.01 

Diblock 

A6B22 A8B34 0.02 

A9B31 A8B34 0.01 

A8B39 A8B34 0.01 

A14B65 A14B65 0.005 

Lipid POPC
d
 POPE-Rhod 0.005 

 

3.2.4 GUV formation and immobilization 

Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) were prepared by standard electroformation technique 

[149]. A dried polymer thin film is formed on an indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass 

plate and is rehydrated within a closed chamber with a second ITO-coated glass plate 

facing towards the polymer film. By applying a pulsing electrical field, membranes 

detach from the polymer thin film and steadily grow to form micrometer-sized vesicles 

with a highly polydisperse size-distribution. A frequency of around 3.0 Hz is applied, 

while the voltage can be adjusted from 0.5 up to 5.0 V, depending how well the block 

copolymer forms GUVs. Usually sugar-containing solutions or bidistilled water are used 

as hydration solutions because salt-containing buffers have to be avoided for 

electroformation. Here, always a sucrose solution (100 mM) was used. Figure 3.10A 

shows GUVs observed by light microscopy in the phase contrast mode during the 

electroformation procedure. After removing the freshly generated GUVs from the 
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electroformation chamber, the sucrose filled GUVs sink to the surface when transferred to 

a non-sucrose containing buffer with isosmotic conditions (20 mM Hepes, 50 mM NaCl). 

The sucrose-filled GUVs are heavier than the surrounding NaCl solution and the GUVs 

can be easily visualized on the glass surface. In addition, if the glass surface is plasma-

treated in order to render it hydrophilic, the GUVs adhere tightly as hemispheres at the 

bottom without rupturing (Figure 3.10B and C). This effect was observed to be stronger 

for block copolymers with longer hydrophilic PMOXA chains, i.e. the larger molecular 

weight polymers, while for smaller block copolymer with very few PMOXA units or the 

lipid vesicles, the adhesion was less strong. These GUVs could move on the glass surface 

if there was slight flow due to thermal undulation within the observation chamber. Within 

the observation chamber, isosmotic conditions are required to prevent membrane stress, 

which can affect the measurements. Z-scan FCS measurements were performed on the 

top of these stable hemispheres. The stability is an important issue for this method, which 

requires that the free standing membranes are stable and non-moving [150]. In addition, 

the fluorescently-labelled polymer fraction was homogenously distributed within the 

membrane and no domains or separations were observed at the optical resolution. 

 

Figure 3.10. Visualization of polymeric GUVs on the example of A7B49A7 triblock copolymer. A) 

The formation of A7B49A7 GUVs can be monitored by simple phase contrast light microscopy. 

GUVs develop from the surface of a smooth polymer film in a pulsing electrical field (3.0 Hz, 2.0 

V) within the electroformation chamber. B) GUVs are observed on the glass surface of the 

microscopy chamber by LSM. The fluorescent membrane is clearly visible when SRB-labelled 

polymer was added. C) 3D LSM image of a single polymeric GUV showing the formation of a 

stable half-sphere on a plasma-treated glass surface. 

The visualization of the GUVs (Figure 3.10) is an important step to survey their 

generation during the electroformation (Figure 3.10), to observe possible defects or 

multilayer structures within the GUV membranes (Figure 3.10B) and to visualize the 3D 

structure of the GUVs, which are forming stable half-spheres (Figure 3.10C). Phase 
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contrast microscopy was used to observe the successful formation of GUVs from dried 

polymer films within the electroformation chamber. For z-scan FCS measurements, an 

important requirement is that no artefacts are disturbing the data recording. Therefore, by 

LSM it is possible to select the suitable GUVs, which are completely empty (no 

encapsulated smaller GUVs), have a certain size range for stability reasons (~15 – 25 µm 

in diameter) and are steadily immobile on the surface (non-moving).  

3.2.5 Z-scan FCS measurements 

For each polymer sample, z-scan autocorrelation curves were recorded in steps of 200 nm 

(Figure 3.11) on 10 different GUVs from at least two different sample preparations. 

Autocorrelation curves were fitted with the 2D-anomalous diffusion model (equation 

2.10), containing the exponent , which was always between 0.8 and 1. This parameter 

flattens the autocorrelation curve. For our system we propose that the parameter  

indicates the distribution of the diffusion times around a mean value. There are several 

reasons for this distribution of the diffusion times in these block copolymer membranes. 

First, the polydispersity (PDI) in molecular weight is intrinsic to polymer amphiphiles 

[61] and is especially broad for triblock copolymers [39], but more narrow for diblocks 

(Table 3.1) [139]. Variation in the molecular weight, represented by the PDI, leads to a 

slight distribution of diffusion times. Secondly, for triblock copolymers, two different 

conformations of the ABA copolymer in a membrane have been suggested, influencing 

the lateral diffusion properties due to the stretched form being represented as I-shape and 

the curved form as U-shape [65]. In addition, the synthesis of triblock copolymer and the 

following purification results in a small fraction of diblock polymers. Thus, diblock 

copolymers may be mixed with triblock polymers, a fact that cannot be proven by 

standard analytical methods, i.e. NMR, GPC. Third, labelling of triblock copolymers with 

a fluorescent dye is not quantitative and therefore polymer molecules with two SRB (one 

at each end) or with only one SRB are present in the final assembly. These three factors 

explain the need for this parameter  explaining anomalous diffusion in a polymeric 

membrane system. 

Diffusion times ( ) and number of particles ( ) were calculated and plotted against the 

z-axis (Figure 3.11). The minimum diffusion time was obtained by shifting the z-axis to 

yield the best fit. The waist  of the laser beam ( 543	 ) was fitted with equations 

(2.12) and (2.13) and was between 260 and 310 nm ( 	= 287 ± 14 nm) for all polymer 
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samples (Table 3.5), which is in very good agreement to the value obtained from external 

calibration with free SRB dye in buffer ( ,  = 285 ± 23 nm, DSRB = 4.14∙10-6 cm2/s) 

[151]. The relative errors obtained from the diffusion coefficients were all between 5 – 

15%, which is the error range usually obtained with z-scan FCS [132]. Diffusion 

coefficients for all polymers listed in Table 3.5 were calculated based on equation (2.12). 

Table 3.5. Membrane properties of self-assembled triblock and diblock copolymers, and lipids 

(membrane thickness d, diffusion coefficient D).  

 
molecular 

composition
a
 

Membrane 
thickness

b
  

d [nm] 

Diffusion 
coefficient

b,c
  

D [µm2/s] 

  
[nm] 

Triblock 

A3B19A3 6.0 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 0.7 305 

A6B34A6 9.2 ± 0.5 2.4 ± 0.2 290 

A6B44A6 10.7 ± 0.7 1.9 ± 0.2 270 

A7B49A7 12.1 ± 1.0 1.6 ± 0.2 295 

A12B63A12 13.4 ± 0.9 1.0 ± 0.1 270 

A12B87A12 16.2 ± 1.4 0.6 ± 0.1 290 

Diblock 

A6B22 10.9 ± 0.7 6.0 ± 0.4 270 

A9B31 14.3 ± 1.1 4.6 ± 0.2 280 

A8B39 16.0 ± 1.1 3.0 ± 0.3 310 

A14B65 21.3 ± 1.2 1.8 ± 0.2 290 

Lipids POPC
d
 5.0 ± 0.4 12.5 ± 0.5 260 

aDetermined by 1H NMR. bMean value ± SD. cZ-scan FCS at 20 ± 0.5 °C. dRhod-PE in a 
POPC bilayer. 

 

3.2.6 Molecular weight dependence of lateral diffusion 

The lateral diffusion within the block copolymer membranes decreases with increasing 

molecular weight for both block copolymer compositions (diblock and triblock). The 

difference in the diffusion characteristics between diblock and triblock copolymers is 

represented as a significant shift of the triblocks towards longer diffusion times ( ) or 

higher diffusion coefficients (D) compared to diblocks (Figure 3.12). Triblock 

copolymers showed lateral mobility values, ranging from 4.4 to 0.6 µm2/s for molecular 

weights from 2100 to 8700 g/mol, almost a 10-fold decrease within the triblock 

copolymers tested. For diblock copolymers, the trend resembles but the lateral diffusion 

coefficients shift to higher values, ranging from 6.0 to 1.8 µm2/s (2500 - 6200 g/mol). 
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Figure 3.11. Z-scan FCS data plots of all block copolymers. The graphs show the parabolic z-

dependency (Δz) of the lateral diffusion  and the number of particles N. Upper panel: z-scans of 

all triblock copolymers. Lower panel: z-scans of all diblock copolymers. FCS measurements were 

performed on membranes of giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) mixed with a small percentage 

(0.005–0.01%, w/w) of corresponding SRB-labelled triblock copolymer (Table 3.4). 

We also determined the diffusion coefficient of an unsaturated lipid (Rhod-PE) within a 

POPC bilayer by using the same method applied for block copolymer membranes, 

revealing a value of 12.5 ± 0.6 µm2/s (Figure 3.12). This value is in good agreement with 

values reported for freestanding lipid bilayers (10.0 ± 0.7 µm2/s by z-scan FCS [152] and 

12.9 ± 1.2 µm2/s by FRAP [153]) or black lipid membranes (11.6 ± 0.6 µm2/s by 2-focus 

FCS [77]), which further underlines the accuracy of the z-scan FCS method. The 
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diffusion coefficients of our block copolymer membranes showed mobilities that were 2-

20 times slower than the diffusion coefficients of unsaturated phospholipids. Mobilities 

reported for other block copolymer membranes, measured by fluorescence recovery after 

photobleaching (FRAP) experiments, were roughly 10 times slower than in our case for 

PDMS-containing block copolymers. 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Log-log plots of diffusion coefficients D versus molecular weight of PDMS MPDMS 

(A), membrane thickness d (B) and degree of polymerization Y (C). The polymeric membranes 

are composed of different molecular weight polymers and different block architecture (triblock 

and diblock). Membrane thicknesses were determined from cryo-TEM images. In addition, the 

diffusion coefficient of a fluorescently labelled lipid (Rhod-PE) within a POPC bilayer is shown 

for comparison (in A and B). Dashed lines represent linear fits; error bars represent standard 

deviations (± SD). 

Diblock copolymers with molecular weights in the range of 7000 g/mol diffuse around 

ten times slower than lipids. This is still faster than values obtained previously by 

fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments for other types of block 

copolymers. Membranes composed of EO37-b-EE40 (poly(ethylene oxide) – 

poly(ethylethylene)) and EO80-b-BD130 (poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(butadiene)) have 

reported diffusion coefficients of only 0.12 and 0.0024 µm2/s, respectively [23]. In that 

study, GUVs were pulled into a glass micropipette, where the membrane can interact with 

the glass wall and affect the measured diffusion, reflected also by the low diffusion 

coefficient of pure lipid bilayers. On the other hand, it was stated that the EE polymers 

diffuse 10 times slower than lipids, while the diffusion coefficient of the lipids was given 

as 1.0 µm2/s [23]. The diffusion was possibly simply underestimated. However, the value 

had also a ten-fold decrease relatively to the lipid diffusion, as in our study. 

Figure 3.12 represents the dependence of the lateral diffusion coefficients on molecular 

weight, membrane thickness and degree of polymerization of the PDMS block (PDMSy). 
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The lateral diffusion scales with the molecular weight in a power law dependency: 

∝ . .  (R2 = 0.98) and ∝ . .  (R2 = 0.98) (Figure 3.12A) and 

the same exponents were calculated with the degree of polymerization (Figure 3.12C). 

Owing to non-significant linear fits of the log-log plots in Figure 3.12 (p = 0.40 / p > 

0.05), the scaling of diblock and triblock copolymers, consisting of PMOXA-b-PDMS-(b-

PMOXA), can be generally formulated as: ∝ .  and ∝ . . 

The difference between diblocks and triblocks mainly results from structural differences 

in the conformational organization of the polymer chains in the self-assembled 

membrane. While diblock copolymers introduce stronger in-plane diffusion within the 

(interdigitated) block copolymer membrane, triblock copolymers form membranes 

composed of polymer chains in the stretched I-shape and the bent U-shape conformation, 

which reduces the mobility of the polymer chains. Although the slopes in Figure 3.12A 

are not significantly different, the more negative slope of triblocks compared to diblock 

copolymers (-1.32 ± 0.09 vs. -1.19 ± 0.12) underlines the stronger reduction in lateral 

diffusion of triblock copolymers with respect to the molecular weight. This indicates the 

influence of I-shaped triblock chains on the lateral mobility within the membrane and 

represents the strength of entanglement of the polymer chains, which is more pronounced 

at higher membrane thicknesses and higher molecular weights, respectively. When 

plotting the lateral diffusion versus the membrane thickness (Figure 3.12B), we observed 

the same behaviour. The difference is more distinct because the diblock copolymers show 

almost pure bilayers with only weak interdigitation (Figure 3.8). 

For example by comparing the autocorrelation curves at minimum  of the diblock 

polymer, A6B22, and the triblock polymer, A6B44A6, the diffusion time of the triblock is 

significantly shifted to higher diffusion times compared to the diblock (Figure 3.13), 

although both possess the same membrane thickness (Table 3.2). A part of the triblock 

copolymer macromolecules arranges in the I-shape affecting the membrane structure and 

therefore reducing the fluidity of the overall membrane. On the other hand, the diffusion 

coefficients of the smallest diblock copolymer studied is close to the diffusion 

coefficients of phospholipids in free-standing lipid bilayers. This suggests these 

polymersomes have a similar structural organization as lipid bilayers, i.e. bilayer 

formation without entanglement and very low interdigitation of the PDMS chains. 
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Figure 3.13. Autocorrelation functions of a diblock (A6B22) and a triblock (A6B44A6) copolymer. 

Although the membrane thicknesses of these two block copolymers are identical (10.9 ± 0.7 nm 

and 10.7 ± 0.7 nm, respectively), the autocorrelation curve of the triblock copolymer is shifted to 

higher diffusion times compared to the diblock copolymer. 

 

3.2.7 Existence of membrane inhomogeneities  

In addition to the obtained diffusion coefficients, z-scan FCS provides information on 

membrane inhomogeneities by the FCS diffusion law (see section 2.4.2) [100,140]. In the 

case of hindered diffusion, the diffusion time is not proportional to the illuminated area 

(represented by the relative number of particles, N/N0) and extrapolation of the diffusion 

time to zero beam waist (y-axis intersection) results in a positive value (t0 > 0). This data 

processing was performed for all block copolymer samples and the lipid control based on 

the data in Figure 3.11. For clarity reasons, the linear dependencies are given for selected 

block copolymers shown in Figure 3.14A and B, while the t0 values for all block 

copolymers are given in Figure 3.14C. Applying this approach to our different polymer 

membranes, t0 was always positive (Figure 3.14C). However, the smallest diblock and 

triblock copolymers (A6B22, A3B19A3) showed free-diffusion (t0 ~ 0) as sole exceptions 

with membrane thicknesses of 10.9 nm and 6.0 nm, respectively. Negative t0 values 

represent a meshwork character with guided-diffusion and were not observed. In general, 

t0 steadily increased with the increase of the molecular weight for both block copolymer 

architectures (triblock and diblock).  
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Figure 3.14. Experimental FCS diffusion laws obtained for diblock and triblock copolymers. The 

data show the trend toward hindered diffusion (t0 > 0) with increasing molecular weight. (A) 

Diblock copolymers show t0 values ranging from 1.0 up to 10 ms. (B) Triblock copolymers show 

t0 values ranging from 0 to 20 ms. For clarity reasons, only the data of selected block copolymers 

are presented. (C) t0 values of all triblock and diblock copolymers plotted against the hydrophobic 

molecular weight MPDMS. Lines represent linear fits; error bars represent standard deviations (± 

SD). 

In case of triblocks, it means that small copolymer chains are assembled in a more 

stretched conformation (strong segregation limit, SSL). They are organized similar to 

alkyl chains of lipids in a lipid bilayer. A stretched structure provides a higher freedom of 

diffusion and the polymer chains are less prone to interlinking / entanglement as observed 

by the free-diffusion of the smallest triblock copolymer. For long polymer chains, on the 

other hand, the possibility of entanglement increases and therefore domains can form 

reducing the overall mobility significantly.  

For comparison to the lateral diffusion of phospholipid membranes, the z-scan FCS data 

of a Rhodamine labelled POPE lipid within a POPC membrane is shown in Figure 3.15. 

The z-scan FCS law shows that this fluid lipid has a free diffusion character. POPC is 

known for its fluid property due to the single-double bond on the acyl chains and its low 

glass transition temperature (Tg = -2 °C). 

For diblock copolymers, the freedom of diffusion is higher compared to triblocks because 

of the in-plane diffusion within the bilayer and of a weak interdigitation of the two layers. 

However, the observation of domains with increasing molecular weight also indicates 

entanglement of the diblock copolymer chains. 
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Figure 3.15. Z-scan FCS data of Rhod-PE in a POPC phospholipid bilayer. A) Parabolic z-

dependency of the diffusion coefficient and number of particles. B) Z-scan FCS law showing the 

free-diffusion character within the membrane (t0 ~ 0).  

 

The z-scan FCS law provides a tool to calculate the effective diffusion coefficient Deff of 

the polymer membrane [100,140]. As the observed lateral diffusion D is reduced because 

the interaction between the single macromolecules reduces their mobility. As a 

consequence, the effective diffusion is higher than the observed diffusion (Deff > D). This 

effect is increasing with increasing molecular weight of the polymer molecules as the 

possibility of entanglements increases, as shown in Figure 3.14C and Table 3.6.  

Deff was calculated with equation 2.14 using the minimum beam waist ω0, and the fitting 

quality is represented by R
2
. The numbers in Table 3.6 show the results from the z-scan 

FCS laws via the linear fit of the diffusion time  versus the change of the beam waist 

area (N/N0). As already mentioned and shown in Figure 3.14, the values of t0 are 

increasing with increasing the PDMS block length showing a gradually increasing 

strength of hindered-diffusion. Most probably, this hindered diffusion is caused by 

domain formation. This linear dependency provides the effective diffusion coefficient 

calculated from the minimum beam waist  and the slope. From Table 3.6 it can be 

seen, that the slope is gradually increasing with increasing PDMS block length, while the 

beam waist stayed roughly the same (  = 285 ± 15), i.e. the same wavelength was used 

for excitation of SRB (λexc = 543 nm). The slope provides a hint on the domain 

concentration and domain size, and, in addition, on the probability that the molecules are 

trapped within such a domain [100].  
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Table 3.6. Overview of effective diffusion coefficient calculation. 

Membrane 
D  

[µm2/s] 
t0  

[ms] 
slope 

Deff  
[µm2/s] 

ω0  
[nm] 

R
2
 n 

POPC 12.5 ± 0.5 0.2 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 12.9 ± 0.5 260 0.92 18 

A3B19A3 4.4 ± 0.7 0.2 ± 0.6 5.2 ± 0.4 4.3 ± 0.3 305 0.93 18 

A6B34A6 2.4 ± 0.2 4.2 ± 0.4 6.0 ± 0.3 3.5 ± 0.2 290 0.95 11 

A6B44A6 1.9 ± 0.2 6.1 ± 0.6 5.8 ± 0.2 3.3 ± 0.1 270 0.99 17 

A7B49A7 1.5 ± 0.2 6.7 ± 1.1 7.9 ± 0.7 2.8 ± 0.3 295 0.89 17 

A12B63A12 1.0 ± 0.1 15.6 ± 3.0 8.1 ± 1.8 2.4 ± 0.6 270 0.66 16 

A12B87A12 0.6 ± 0.1 20.2 ± 2.7 14.3 ± 1.1 1.5 ± 0.1 290 0.93 16 

A6B22 6.0 ± 0.4 0.8 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.1 8.3 ± 0.4 270 0.97 11 

A9B31 4.6 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.5 3.4 ± 0.3 6.7 ± 0.5 280 0.93 15 

A8B39 3.0 ± 0.3 3.2 ± 0.8 6.0 ± 0.5 3.7 ± 0.3 310 0.91 13 

A14B65 1.8 ± 0.2 10.7 ± 1.0 6.4 ± 0.5 3.3 ± 0.3 290 0.90 12 

 

3.2.8 Membrane viscosity  

The membrane viscosity  was determined using the Saffman-Delbrück equation 

(equation 2.5) [106]. The values were calculated based on the lateral diffusion 

coefficients D including the membrane thicknesses d for each polymer and the area 

occupied by a single polymer chain represented as the radius R of a cylinder diffusing in 

the membrane [77,106]. The radius of each polymer was calculated based on the radius of 

gyration: , considering N as the number of PDMS units, b the segment length 

(b = 0.311 nm) according to the Si-O bond distance (0.164 nm) and the Si-O-Si angle (θ = 

143°) [146] and a as the exponent calculated from Figure 3.5. It has to be noted that this 

approach gives only a close approximation of R. However, this calculation provides 

molecular radii that are comparable to Langmuir-monolayer studies, where the mean 

molecular area is obtained [154].  

For triblocks, the membrane viscosity ranges between 80 and 245 mPa∙s (19 – 87 PDMS 

units), which is an approximate three-fold increase of viscosity from the smallest to the 

largest triblock copolymer (Table 3.7). Besides, the viscosity of diblock copolymers is 

much lower due to the higher diffusion coefficients and the higher membrane thicknesses 
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compared to the triblock copolymers. The values for diblocks range between 30 and 59 

mPa∙s, again a two-fold increase for the four diblock copolymers tested (Table 3.7).  

Table 3.7. Calculation of membrane viscosities ( ) by the Saffman-Delbrück equation. 

Membrane 
D  

[µm2/s] 
d 

[nm] 

Molecule 
radius 
[nm] 

Mean 
molecular area 

[nm2] 

 
[mPa∙s] 

POPC 12.5 ± 0.5 5.1 ± 0.4 0.44 0.61 39 

A3B19A3 4.4 ± 0.7 6.0 ± 0.5 0.38 0.45 80 

A6B34A6 2.4 ± 0.2 9.2 ± 0.5 0.56 0.98 100 

A6B44A6 1.9 ± 0.2 10.7 ± 0.7 0.66 1.39 111 

A7B49A7 1.5 ± 0.2 12.1 ± 1.0 0.71 1.60 136 

A12B63A12 1.0 ± 0.1 13.4 ± 0.9 0.85 2.25 174 

A12B87A12 0.6 ± 0.1 16.2 ± 1.4 1.05 3.58 245 

A6B22 6.0 ± 0.4 10.9 ± 0.7 0.37 0.43 31 

A9B31 4.6 ± 0.2 14.3 ± 1.1 0.46 0.67 31 

A8B39 3.0 ± 0.3 16.0 ± 1.1 0.53 0.90 44 

A14B65 1.8 ± 0.2 21.3 ± 1.2 0.74 1.72 59 

 

Compared to lipid bilayers, the viscosity of free-standing lipid membranes is 0.039 Pa∙s, 

which resembles the viscosity values of diblock copolymers (Table 3.7). The calculated 

membrane viscosity of a free-standing DPPE lipid bilayer [77] is lower than previously 

reported values for lipid bilayers [98,155] (0.14 Pa∙s). This difference can be explained by 

the lower reported diffusion coefficients, which affects the calculation of the membrane 

viscosity. Thus, as expected, the viscosity of the triblock copolymer membrane is higher 

than the viscosity of a lipid membrane by a factor of about three to six depending on the 

number of PDMS units, while membranes from diblock copolymers have a similar 

viscosity as lipid bilayers. Compared to other polymeric membranes [80], our values are 

very close to lipid bilayers and result mainly from the viscosity of pure PDMS, which is 

about 0.01 – 0.1 Pa∙s for molecular weights ranging from 1000 – 6000 g/mol. This 

highlights the advantage of PDMS containing block copolymers due to its low viscosity 

and low glass transition temperature (Tg ≈ -123 °C) [34], mimicking the fluidity of natural 

membranes. 
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3.3 Conclusion 

Lateral diffusion coefficients were determined based on a large library of different 

molecular weight amphiphilic block copolymers with triblock and diblock configuration 

that are able to self-assemble into vesicular structures. Membrane dynamics of PMOXA-

b-PDMS block copolymers revealed factors of 2 – 20 times lower diffusion coefficients 

compared to phospholipids within lipid bilayer membranes. We demonstrated that the 

lateral diffusion D follows a power law dependency according to the molecular weight of 

the hydrophobic block MPDMS scaling with ∝ . . Diblock copolymers showed 

diffusivities higher than triblock copolymers, which can be explained by the different 

chain conformation within the self-assembled membrane. Triblock copolymers adapt a 

mixed conformation of the bent U-shape and the stretched I-shape reducing the lateral 

mobility. On the other hand, diblock copolymers build a bilayer-like structure with only 

slight interdigitation and entanglement, consequently having more freedom of diffusion 

than triblock copolymer macromolecules. Interdigitation and entanglement of the polymer 

chains induces the formation of membrane inhomogeneities and domains. As a 

consequence, the mobility reveals a hindered diffusion property at molecular weights 

above 2000 g/mol, while only low molecular weight polymers (< 2000 g/mol) diffuse 

freely within the membranes. Moreover, the systematic study of the membrane thickness 

revealed triblock membranes of 6 – 16 nm, diblock membranes of 11 – 21 nm in 

thickness and the dependence on the molecular weight showed copolymer chains to be in 

the strong segregation limit (SSL). As expected, small molecular weights the chains are 

more stretched, while at higher molecular weights the chains tend to adapt random coil 

structure. Furthermore, we observed only weakly interdigitated bilayer membranes 

composed of diblock copolymers, forming closely double the membrane thickness 

compared to triblock copolymers having the same degree of polymerization of the PDMS. 

This is in strong contradiction to the previously proposed model of strong interdigitation 

for block copolymer membranes [63]. As expected, the membrane viscosity of these 

PMOXA-b-PDMS block copolymer membranes is just slightly higher as compared to 

lipids due to the natural low viscosity of pure PDMS.  

These artificial membranes can therefore mimic natural lipid bilayers providing a similar 

fluidity together with improved stability with high membrane thicknesses. The systematic 

study on the membrane structure taken from a large library of block copolymers can be 

used to choose suitable block lengths for specific and desired applications. In addition, 
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this study provides the basis of tracking and visualizing the movement of labelled 

membrane constituents to prove their successful incorporation into artificial polymeric 

membranes. 
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Chapter 4 

4 Dynamics of membrane proteins within synthetic polymer 

membranes with large hydrophobic mismatch 

In this chapter, the lateral diffusion of membrane proteins within block copolymer 
membranes is presented. This study provides a basis for successful incorporation of 
biological membrane proteins into synthetic membranes consisting of PDMS as the 
hydrophobic moiety.  

 

This study has been submitted: 

F. Itel, A. Najer, T. Einfalt, C.G. Palivan, W. Meier, Dynamics of membrane proteins within 
synthetic polymer membranes with large hydrophobic mismatch, submitted. 

 

4.1 Problem definition 

The study described in chapter 3 has shown that self-assembled membranes composed of 

PMOXA-b-PDMS-(b-PMOXA) triblock or diblock copolymers have a fluid property, 

which is comparable to the fluidity of natural phospholipid bilayers. Therefore, the 

fluidity within these synthetic membranes offers a similar environment for membrane 

protein insertion, as it is the case for their original, natural environment, for which they 

were genetically adapted during evolution. Since the fluidity of membranes is equivalent 

to lateral diffusion of the membrane components, also membrane proteins diffuse laterally 

within membranes as they are important membrane constituents for cellular functions. 

Since it has been shown that membrane proteins are able to insert into mainly PDMS-

containing block copolymers, the question arises, how membrane proteins diffuse within 

a synthetic membrane that is, from a chemical point of view, completely different 

compared to their natural environment. The diffusion of membrane proteins is analyzed 
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as a follow up study based on the experiments in chapter 3 for the single polymer 

macromolecules and phospholipids.  

Equally to biological lipid membranes, a key requirement for membrane protein 

functionality in block copolymer membranes is their ability to move laterally in the 

membrane. This behaviour strongly depends on the membrane flexibility and membrane 

fluidity, which are essential properties for the structural integrity of the membrane protein 

[134]. Consequently, the challenges for membrane protein insertion and their 

functionality within synthetic block copolymer membranes are high, because of the 

complex scenario of requirements imposed on a synthetic membrane (hydrophobicity and 

size, flexibility, elasticity, density, etc.). 

Lateral diffusion coefficients of membrane proteins in artificial and biological 

phospholipid membranes has been studied over decades [156,157] because of the 

importance and crucial role of lateral mobility in cellular functions. The fluidity is a 

fundamental aspect for biological membranes because many cellular processes, such as 

energy- and signal transduction, sensing, etc. involve several membrane proteins together 

and rapid, continuous mixing within the membrane is essential [22,135,157–159]. In 

addition, the functional principle of lateral diffusion has become widespread as the idea of 

“reduction-of-dimensionality” appeared was postulated by Adam and Delbrück in 1968 

[160]. It states that the reaction rates can be enhanced by following a reaction path in 2 

dimensions (e.g. in the membrane) instead of 3 dimensions (e.g. in the cytoplasm). This 

increases the reaction efficiency where only a low concentration of ligands exists. It was 

even postulated by Axelrod and Wang (1994) to “speed up reactions of immobilized 

enzymes” on surfaces [161], who have seen the impact for technological applications. In 

case of membranes composed of amphiphilic block copolymers, the same issues need to 

be addressed if more complex scenarios are aimed for advanced systems, such as artificial 

cells. 

The insertion of sensitive, biological membrane proteins or biopores/ionophores into 

synthetic block copolymer membranes has been thoroughly investigated in the past years 

and their utility for possible future applications has been thoroughly described (see 

section 1.6 and Table 1.1) [8,35,39–47,49,50,52,55,89,162–164]. Therefore, synthetic 

membranes serve as host for biological membrane proteins as the advanced alternative to 

phospholipid bilayers. It is somewhat surprising that the membrane proteins tested thus 

far are fully functional and able to specifically and efficiently tune the permeability 
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properties to a specific need. The function of membrane proteins relies on their molecular 

stability and structural flexibility, which is determined by the tertiary and quaternary 

structure of the protein. Therefore, the synthetic membrane, analogous to the lipid bilayer, 

has to provide a supporting matrix to retain the protein’s structure. Equally to natural 

phospholipid membranes, the insertion process and alignment of the membrane protein 

within the membrane is based on burying the hydrophobic amino acid residues in the 

hydrophobic part of the membrane, whilst the hydrophilic residues face to the aqueous 

side and/or the hydrophilic part of the membrane. As mentioned in section 1.3.6 and 

shown in the study in chapter 3, the increased thickness of block copolymer membranes, 

which can be two to ten times more than phospholipid bilayers, which leads to a large 

mismatch between the membrane thickness and the size of the membrane protein, which 

is expected to significantly affect the insertion, mobility and functionality of the 

biomolecules [5,8,57]. Theoretical calculations and molecular dynamics simulations have 

indicated that block copolymer membranes are capable of adjusting their thickness to the 

size of the membrane inclusion/membrane protein with a hydrophobic mismatch change 

of 1.3 nm (22%) [57]. This molecular dynamic simulation explained that the block 

copolymer chains are able to compress in vicinity of a membrane protein and the effect is 

greater with increasing flexibility of the polymer type. Recent studies have shown that 

membrane proteins and biopores remain functional in PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA 

triblock copolymer membranes that are up to 10 times thicker than the height of the 

membrane proteins and biopores [8,39–50,52,163,164]. In comparison to hydrophobic 

mismatches occurring in biological membranes, where the difference is in the angstrom 

range [136], the ones in block copolymer membranes can be significantly larger lying in 

the nanometer range. It is remarkable how these synthetic membranes provide an 

environment, which maintains membrane protein function.  

It is still unclear how sensitive biological membrane proteins are able to function in a 

completely synthetic membrane and it is important to understand, which molecular 

parameters of the membrane play key roles in providing an appropriate environment for 

membrane proteins to allow their insertion and functionality. Until now, experimentally 

determined diffusion properties of membrane-reconstituted biological species within 

synthetic block copolymer membranes have not been reported. In this chapter, we 

introduce a detailed view on how differently sized membrane proteins diffuse within self-

assembled synthetic block copolymer membranes with thicknesses of 9.2, 12.1 and 13.4 
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nm. We selected three different PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA triblock copolymers, 

which distinguish only in their molecular weight, but have same chemical composition 

(PMOXA and PDMS) and block architecture (triblock) (Table 4.1). Furthermore, we are 

interested in determining the lateral diffusion coefficients of membrane proteins of 

different lateral dimensions (radius) in order to establish whether they behave similarly 

compared to phospholipid bilayers. Figure 4.1 shows the principle of measurement of the 

lateral diffusion of membrane proteins within GUVs by z-scan FCS, as a follow-up story 

from chapter 3.  

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of the measurement principle and hydrophobic mismatch. 

The mismatch is a result of the height difference between the membrane and the membrane 

protein (represented as the green cylinder). Giant unilamellar vesicles (left) are immobilized as 

half-spheres on the glass surface to form stable membranes for precise z-scan FCS measurements. 

The left half of the GUV is a 3D fluorescence microscopy image of the incorporated fluorescent 

membrane proteins and the right half represents the schematic GUV. Inserted membrane proteins 

are mobile within the synthetic block copolymer membrane and can diffuse in the 2-dimensional 

plane of the membrane similar to the situation in a lipid bilayer. 

4.2 Results and discussion 

4.2.1 Lipids and amphiphilic block copolymers 

Three different triblock copolymers and one type of lipid (Table 4.1) were used to form 

giant unilamellar vesicles with inserted membranes proteins and to determine the 

protein’s lateral diffusion within the membranes. These three specific block copolymers 

were selected because they form nice polymersomes by the film rehydration method (see 

Figure 3.2) and they form high number of GUVs from pure dried polymer films. The lipid 
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POPC was chosen because of its fluid character (unsaturated acyl chains) and high 

abundance in biological membranes.  

Table 4.1. Molecular characteristics of the used triblock copolymers and lipid in this chapter.  

 
molecular 

composition 
Mw [g/mol]* membrane thickness 

d [nm]* 

triblock 

A6B34A6 3800 9.2 ± 0.5 

A7B49A7 5100 12.1 ± 1.0 

A12B63A12 6900 13.4 ± 0.9 

lipid POPC 770 5.0 ± 0.4 

*Data from reference [95] and chapter 3, respectively.

 

4.2.2 Expected hydrophobic mismatch 

The hydrophobic mismatch plays an important role when reconstituting membrane 

proteins into block copolymer membranes of large thicknesses. Hydrophobic mismatches 

also exist in biological membranes, where they can be involved in lipid raft formation and 

cell sorting. If the membrane protein height and bilayer thickness do not match, the 

mismatch must be compensated with a structural change either of the lipid bilayer or the 

protein. Membrane proteins exist with different hydrophobic heights and their interaction 

with specific types of lipids, for example with specific acyl chain lengths, is of great 

importance for function [10]. However, hydrophobic mismatches occurring in biological 

membranes are by far less than the ones that may occur in block copolymer membranes. 

In biological membranes, the thickness differences are ranging between ±10 Å. Thus, also 

negative values exist, where the lipid bilayer has to expand/stretch in vicinity to a large 

membrane protein, while a positive mismatch results in a membrane thinning. 

The hydrophobic mismatch Δd is calculated as: Δ , where dMP is 

the hydrophobic height of the membrane proteins taken from the crystal structures and 

dhydrophobic is the hydrophobic membrane thickness, which has to be calculated from the 

measured membrane thickness d. Cryo-TEM provides the membrane thickness of the 

whole polymer and not only the hydrophobic part because the contrast is generated from 

phase contrast by underfocussing of the objective lens. The phase of the incoming 

electron beam is shifted at structures with different refractive indices, thus PDMS and 

PMOXA both provide contrast. As a close approximation, the hydrophobic thickness was 
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calculated considering the hydrophilic to hydrophobic ratio (fhydrophilic) or the hydrophobic 

to hydrophilic ratio (fhydrophobic), respectively (Table 4.2). In this way, the hydrophobic 

thickness of lipid bilayers can be obtained relatively accurate from cryo-TEM images.  

Table 4.2. Theoretical hydrophobic mismatch expected to exist in the different membranes. 

Membrane 
fhydrophobic 

[%] 
d 

[nm]* 
dhydrophobic 

[nm] 
Membrane 

protein 
dMP 

[nm]** 
Δd 

[nm] 

POPC 0.63 5.0±0.4 3.1±0.3 
KcsA 3.5±0.1 -0.4±0.4 

AqpZ 3.0±0.1 0.1±0.4 

A6B34A6 0.68 9.2±0.5 6.3±0.3 AqpZ 3.0±0.1 3.3±0.4 

A7B49A7 0.73 12.1±1.0 8.8±0.7 

KcsA 3.5±0.1 5.3±0.8 

AqpZ 3.0±0.1 5.8±0.8 

OmpF 2.4±0.1 6.4±0.8 

A12B63A12 0.75 13.4±0.9 10.1±0.7 AqpZ 3.0±0.1 7.1±0.8 

* from reference [95] and chapter 3. ** Crystallographic data from PDB database. 

A POPC lipid bilayer has a membrane thickness of d = 5.0 ± 0.4 nm determined from 

cryo-TEM, whereas a hydrophobic membrane thickness results when multiplied with the 

hydrophobic to hydrophilic weight ratio of POPC of 0.63. The hydrophobic thickness of 

3.1 nm for a POPC bilayer is in good agreement to values reported in literature [70]. By 

using the fhydrophobic of the here used triblock copolymer membranes, the hydrophobic 

mismatch eventually ranges from 3.3 to 7.1 nm (Figure 4.2). As one can see, the 

hydrophobic membrane thickness is not that large anymore, whereas the difference to the 

lipid bilayer thickness is ranging by factors of 2 – 3. However, the resulting hydrophobic 

mismatch in case of block copolymer membranes is significantly larger than the ones 

occurring in biological membranes.  

 

Figure 4.2. Theoretical hydrophobic mismatch existing in the different membrane systems.  
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4.2.3 Membrane proteins and labelling 

The following, integral membrane proteins were selected as models (Figure 4.3): the 

potassium crystallographically-sited activation channel (KcsA), the bacterial water-

selective channel protein AquaporinZ (AqpZ), and the outer membrane protein F 

(OmpF). All three membrane proteins differ in their structure, such as tertiary structure 

(alpha helical vs. beta-barrel) and quaternary structure (trimer and tetramer) as well as 

their dimensions (radii and hydrophobic heights). KcsA and AqpZ are both alpha-helical 

transmembrane proteins, both of which form tetramers as their functional quarternary 

structure. OmpF is a beta-barrel membrane protein, which forms trimers. In addition, they 

also possess different hydrophobic thicknesses, i.e. their activity can depend on their 

membrane environment such as the length of the phospholipid carbon chains and thus the 

membrane thickness [136].  

 

Figure 4.3. Crystal-structures of the membrane proteins used in this study. Shown are the 

respective multimers (KcsA: tetramer, AqpZ: tetramer, OmpF: trimer) and their dimensions 

(hydrophobic height and radius). Dimensions were obtained from the proteins crystal structures 

from orientations of proteins in membranes database (OPM, http://opm.phar.umich.edu/). 

The selected membrane proteins form trimers and tetramers, thus their quaternary 

structure of the proteins finally determines the size (lateral dimension) of the diffusing 

species. They possess different sizes with radii of 2.4 nm (KcsA tetramer), 3.3 nm (AqpZ 

tetramer) and 3.8 nm (OmpF trimer). The quaternary structure was also preserved in 

detergent solutions as shown in SDS-PAGE gels (Figure 4.4A). The typical bands on 

coomassie stained SDS-PAGE gels shows the purity and stability of the KcsA tetramer at 

around ~55 kDa (lane A, Figure 4.4A) [165] and ~65 kDa for the AqpZ tetramer (lane B, 

Figure 4.4A) [166]. Both proteins show only weak monomer bands (~17 kDa for KcsA, 

~20 kDa for AqpZ). For the purity analysis of OmpF, the protein solution was boiled at 
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95 °C for 10 min, therefore, the protein band is seen only in its typical monomeric form at 

~39 kDa (lane C, Figure 4.4A) [167]. Therefore, we assume that these multimers are 

present not only within the POPC phospholipid membranes [77], but also within the block 

copolymer membranes because they are resistant to SDS detergent solution, and do not 

disassemble into the monomers. In addition, the block copolymer membrane provides a 

soft environment where the membrane proteins can keep their structure. 

 

Figure 4.4. Membrane protein purification and labelling. A) Protein purity and fluorescent 

labelling was confirmed on 12% SDS-PAGE gels by coomassie staining. In-gel fluorescence 

shows the labelling with the fluorescent dye (labelled with 488). B) Reaction scheme of protein 

labelling via NHS-ester activated fluorescent dyes.  

The fluorescent labelling of the membrane proteins KcsA and AqpZ was performed by 

NHS-ester coupling reaction to primary amines on the proteins (Figure 4.4B). The N-

terminus of these two proteins contains only hydrophilic amino acid residues. Therefore, 

it is available for the labelling reaction in the aqueous phase and is not buried in the 

hydrophobic part of the membrane protein. In this case, the fluorescent dye Oregon Green 

488 (OG488) was used to track the diffusion of the membrane proteins by z-scan FCS. 

However, OmpF, which does not have a His-tag for purification and whose N-terminus is 

buried in the interior of the protein, was labelled with Atto-488-maleimide (ATTO-TEC, 

Siegen, Germany) via maleimide crosslinking to cysteine. The fluorescent labelling of 

KcsA and AqpZ was confirmed by in-gel fluorescence on SDS-PAGE gels, which clearly 

shows the bands are specifically labelled (Figure 4.4A). Unfortunately, the labelling of 

membrane proteins involves some issues to be addressed in comparison to the labelling of 

water soluble proteins. Since membrane proteins involve concentrations of detergents 

above the critical micellar concentration (cmc), there are also detergent micelles present 

in the solution, which can entrap the fluorescent dyes. In addition, these detergent 
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micelles have similar molecular weights (sizes) as the membrane protein / detergent 

complex, which make the separation of unreacted free dye from the labelled membrane 

proteins difficult to achieve. Thus, this purification cannot be achieved by standard size 

exclusion chromatography, which was sometimes performed in literature [77]. In 

addition, performing the labelling reaction on Ni-NTA beads, results in adsorption of 

unreacted dye into the Ni-NTA agarose beads and thus even after thorough washing of 

the column, there will still be free dye when eluting the protein from the beads. Thus, in 

order to improve these problems of labelling and purification, we performed the labelling 

on Ni-NTA beads with subsequent elution of the labelled protein, and as an additional 

step, a second immobilization of the proteins on “fresh” Ni-NTA beads, in order to reduce 

the amount of free dye in the protein solution further more. However, we still observed 

free dye within SDS-PAGE gels and also in lateral diffusion measurements, which can 

complicate the analysis of membrane protein diffusion, because it creates an additional 

species that diffuses within the membrane (see section 4.2.5). 

4.2.4 GUV formation and immobilization 

As model membranes, we generated giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs, 5 – 50 µm in 

diameter) with inserted membrane proteins. GUVs were prepared by the electroformation 

technique [149] with modifications in order to obtain membrane proteins embedded in the 

GUV membrane. In detail, the standard vesicle formation method via the film rehydration 

technique, followed by dialysis and extrusion was used to obtain small polymersomes 

with inserted membrane proteins [8,35,48,168]. We observed strong interaction of 

detergent molecules with the block copolymer membranes, thus purification by long-time 

dialysis is an important step as reported previously [35,48,168]. In addition, we used a 

buffer system with low salt concentration (1 mM Hepes, 2 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) in order to 

be able to apply an electrical field for the electroformation technique. Second, small 

droplets from the polymersome solution were distributed on ITO-coated (indium tin 

oxide) glass plates and partially dried in order to form a smooth membrane for subsequent 

electroformation. The polymersome deposition results in several spots of a visually 

observable thin films when hold under light.  

For the purpose of obtaining a high signal-to-noise ratio in FCS measurements, 

fluorescence-labelled and unlabelled membrane proteins were mixed at a molar ratio of 

1:10 in order to avoid too many fluorescent membrane proteins in the confocal volume 
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[169]. Membrane proteins were incorporated into block copolymer membranes at a 

targeted polymer-to-protein ratio (PoPR) of 50 (w/w) (see Table 4.5, section 4.2.8). This 

procedure for the generation of membrane protein containing GUVs leads to a relatively 

small number of GUVs (Figure 4.5) compared to GUVs generated from pure ABA films 

(see chapter 3, Figure 3.5). In addition, these GUVs are much smaller, which is even 

more problematic to find suitable GUVs for z-scan FCS measurements. These generated 

membrane protein–containing GUVs were immobilized on plasma-treated glass surfaces 

resulting in stable half-spheres as performed in chapter 3 [95].  

 

Figure 4.5. Imaging of block copolymers GUVs with inserted membrane proteins. A) The 

reduced number of GUVs formed during electroformation shows the difficulty to prepare GUVs 

with inserted membrane proteins. B) LSM image of a low number of appropriate GUVs to 

perform z-scan FCS. C) GUV showing the labelled membrane proteins homogenously distributed 

within the polymer membrane. 

By using LSM, suitable GUVs (i.e. non-moving, stable half-spheres, 15 – 25 µm 

diameter) [95] were selected for z-scan FCS measurements. As shown in Figure 4.5B and 

C, the fluorescence-labelled fraction of membrane proteins is homogeneously distributed 

within the polymer membrane. However, in some cases we observed GUVs with 

inhomogenously distributed fluorescence indicating membrane protein aggregation 

(Figure 4.6A). These GUVs were avoided for FCS measurements because the intense 

peaks (count rate) in the FCS raw data (Figure 4.6B) superimpose on the signal of the 

non-aggregated membrane proteins, and thus produce an additional shoulder in the FCS 

autocorrelation function (Figure 4.6C). 
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Figure 4.6. Protein aggregation in block copolymer membrane. A) Membrane proteins seem to 

aggregate especially when two GUVs come into contact. B) The fluorescence intensity 

fluctuations over time show high peaks considerably differing from the free protein intensity. Due 

to the large aggregates which contain also many fluorescent dyes cause the high peaks. C) The 

autocorrelation analysis of the aggregates proteins reveals an additional shoulder with a high 

diffusion time, which strongly affects the final calculations. 

4.2.5 Membrane protein diffusion in lipid bilayers 

Lateral mobility of membrane proteins diffusing within model phospholipid membranes 

have been determined by several research groups [77,158,170,171]. Several theoretical 

models have been proposed to describe the diffusion of membrane proteins in a 2D 

membrane, the most famous being the Saffman-Delbrück (SD) model [77,106,158,171–

174]. The radius of the membrane proteins is an important factor, which together with 

membrane-related properties influences the lateral mobility within the membranes as 

observed within phospholipid bilayers and described by the Saffman-Delbrück equation 

(equation 2.5, section 2.1.3) [77,106,158,171,174]. The SD-model treats the membrane 

inclusions as cylinders with a radius R diffusing freely in a 2D membrane described by a 

thickness d and a membrane viscosity  [106]. In the most recent study on membrane 

protein diffusion in free-standing phospholipid bilayers, the Saffman-Delbrück model was 

well-suited to describe diffusion for differently sized proteins, which allowed calculating 

a membrane viscosity of 40 mPa∙s [77].   

Here, we were able to incorporate membrane proteins into GUVs composed of a POPC 

bilayer. The diffusion coefficients of the membrane proteins within GUVs determined by 

z-scan FCS (Figure 4.7, Table 4.3). The analysis of the FCS law showed, that the 

membrane proteins are diffusing freely within the fluid POPC membrane, represented by 

the t0 value, which was always close to zero.  
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Figure 4.7. Membrane protein diffusion within lipid GUVs determined by z-scan FCS. Diffusion 

coefficients were calculated for POPE-Rhod- (top line), KcsA- (middle) and AqpZ- (bottom) 

diffusion within POPC GUVs. A) Parabolic z-dependency. B) z-scan FCS law. C) Examples of 

LSM images of selected GUVs. 

 

Table 4.3. Diffusion coefficients of membrane proteins within POPC GUVs. 

Membrane 
Measured  

species 
Radius R 

[nm] 

Diffusion 
coefficient D 

[µm2/s] (20 °C) 

POPC 

POPE-Rhod 0.44 12.6 ± 0.6* 

KcsA-OG488 
(tetramer) 

2.4 8.5 ± 0.8 

AqpZ-OG488 
(tetramer) 

3.3 7.9 ± 0.5 

*from ref [95], and chapter 3. 
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In order to estimate the preciseness of our measurement technique, we compare our 

obtained diffusion coefficients of KcsA and AqpZ diffusion in POPC GUVs to the data 

presented by Weiss et al. (2013) (Figure 4.8) [77]. The membrane viscosity of the POPC 

membrane was calculated by using the SD-equation and is 32.7 ± 1.2 mPa∙s, which is in 

good agreement with the value reported for POPE:POPC phospholipid membrane 

viscosity (39.5 mPa∙s). The slightly higher diffusion coefficients might be attributed to 

the different measurement technique (dual-focus FCS) and the different lipid composition 

(POPE:POPC mixture (3:2 molar ratio) of the membrane.  

 

Figure 4.8. Saffman-Delbrück model (dashed line) of membrane protein diffusion within POPC 

GUVs. The data obtained by z-scan FCS is compared to the data from Weiss et al. (2013).  

4.2.6 Interaction of dye with polymer membrane 

During the analysis of the FCS autocorrelation functions, we detected traces of free-dye 

in the GUV membranes originating from membrane protein labelling (see section 4.2.3). 

This minimal amount of free dye (10 – 20%) present in the membrane is a result of the 

slightly hydrophobic character of OG488 and is known for many other fluorescent dyes 

[89,175]. The two different components (free dye and membrane proteins) within the 

membrane influence the lateral diffusion measurement and we therefore used a two-

component fitting model (equation 2.11). In order to evaluate if small molecular mass 

fluorescent dyes diffuse similarly to the labelled membrane proteins within the 

membranes, we first verified the diffusion of a selected dye as model. Bodipy-630/650 

(Bodipy) was chosen based on its small molecular weight (~ 550 g/mol) and its 

hydrophobic character supporting a direct insertion into the membrane (Figure 4.9). 

Bodipy is often used to stain membranes. The diffusion coefficient of Bodipy within the 

A7B49A7 membrane was 3 times higher than the A7B49A7 macromolecules themselves (4.6 
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± 0.5 and 1.6 ± 0.2µm2/s, respectively). In addition, small molecular weight hydrophobic 

molecules diffuse freely (t0 ≈ 0) within the membrane (Figure 4.9B), contrary to pure 

macromolecules, which show a hindered-diffusion character [95]. In the case of the more 

hydrophilic dye OG488, which was used for labelling the membrane proteins, the 

diffusion coefficient of 7.4 ± 0.9 µm2/s was higher than the diffusion of the hydrophobic 

dye Bodipy (Figure 4.9C), as expected due to their difference in their molecular weight. 

As already mentioned in section 4.2.3 (membrane proteins and labelling), the remaining 

free dye in the stock solution of the membrane proteins results in an accumulation of free 

dye in the block copolymer membrane. 

 

Figure 4.9. Z-scan FCS data and FCS law of A7B49A7 membrane. A) Z-scan FCS plots of the 

SRB-labelled block copolymer fraction (SRB-A7B49A7-SRB, filled circles) and of Bodipy 

630/650 diffusing in the membrane (open circles). B) Z-scan FCS law showing hindered diffusion 

of the polymer macromolecules (t0 = 6.8 ms, R2 = 0.89) and free-diffusion of Bodipy (t0 = -0.1 

ms, R2 = 0.76). C) Z-scan FCS plot of OG488 diffusion in A7B49A7 membrane. The minimum 

diffusion time of OG488 was 1.7	  (λ = 488 nm, pinhole diameter = 70 µm). Open circles: 

; open squares: N. 

 

4.2.7 Membrane protein diffusion in block copolymer membranes 

The lateral diffusion of membrane proteins within synthetic membranes composed of 

amphiphilic block copolymers has not been reported yet. We could already show in 

chapter 3, that the lateral mobility of the polymer macromolecules of the different 

membranes (triblock and diblock) is similar to those of phospholipids. Therefore, we can 

expect to see a similar behaviour for membrane protein diffusion. In order to obtain 

insight into the mechanisms and behaviour of membrane protein diffusion within 

synthetic membranes, we varied the membrane thicknesses of the block copolymer 

membranes and the size of the membrane proteins. Both features, membrane thickness 
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and radius of the diffusing object, are factors in the Saffman-Delbrück equation and 

potentially influence the diffusion coefficient. In this respect, we chose three different 

triblock copolymers, A6B34A6, A7B49A7 and A12B63A12 with membrane thicknesses of 9.2, 

12.1 and 13.4 nm, respectively. As shown in chapter 3, the polymer diffusion within the 

self-assembled membrane decreases with increasing molecular weight [95].  

We could successfully insert the membrane proteins into the three different triblock 

copolymer membranes and were able to measure their mobility by z-scan FCS within 

membranes of GUVs (Figure 4.10). The measurements clearly indicate that the 

membrane proteins are mobile in these membranes.  

 

Table 4.4. Diffusion coefficients of membrane proteins within triblock copolymer GUVs. 

Membrane 
Diffusing 
species 

Measured 
species 

Radius R 
[nm] 

Diffusion 
coefficient D 

[µm2/s] (20 °C) 

A6B34A6 

Polymer A6B34A6-SRB* 0.56* 2.4 ± 0.2** 

Membrane 
protein 

AqpZ-OG488 
(tetramer) 

3.3 1.7 ± 0.1 

A7B49A7 

Polymer A7B49A7-SRB* 0.68* 1.6 ± 0.2** 

Membrane 
protein 

KcsA-OG488 
(tetramer) 

2.4 1.3 ± 0.1 

Membrane 
protein 

AqpZ-OG488 
(tetramer) 

3.3 1.1 ± 0.1 

Membrane 
protein 

OmpF-Atto488 
(trimer) 

3.8 1.1 ± 0.1 

A12B63A12 

Polymer A12B63A12-SRB* 0.85* 1.0 ± 0.1** 

Membrane 
protein 

AqpZ-OG488 
(tetramer) 

3.3 0.8 ± 0.1 

*radius of gyration. **from chapter 3 and reference [95]. 
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Figure 4.10. Z-scan FCS data of KcsA-, AqpZ- and OmpF-diffusion within polymeric GUVs. A) 

Parabolic z-dependency of diffusion time and number of particles. B) FCS diffusion laws. C) 

LSM images of GUVs of the mentioned membrane protein and triblock polymer. 
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Figure 4.11. Log-log plots of the diffusion coefficient D in relation to the membrane thickness d. 

Lipids (squares) and triblock copolymers (circles) are taken as reference membrane systems from 

ref [95]. The dashed line represents the power law dependence of the diffusion coefficient in 

relation to the membrane thickness as D~d-1.25. The zoom into the area of interest shows the 

diffusion coefficients of KcsA (green), AqpZ (red) and OmpF (blue) within the three different 

triblock copolymer membranes (A6B34A6, A7B49A7, A12B63A12) tested in this study. 

Interestingly, despite the large difference in thickness between the triblock copolymer 

membranes (9.2 – 13.4 nm) and the height of the membrane proteins (~3 – 4 nm), the 

mobility of the membrane proteins within the membrane is close to the diffusion of the 

single polymer macromolecules within the membrane itself (Table 4.4). The diffusion 

coefficients of the three different membrane proteins (KcsA, AqpZ, OmpF) within the 

three different triblock copolymer membranes are only around 20-30% lower than the 

pure polymer diffusion (Figure 4.10). In comparison to membrane protein diffusion in a 

natural POPC phospholipid bilayer, the difference of the diffusion coefficients between 

the membrane and the membrane proteins are similar when plotted on a logarithmic scale 

(Figure 4.11).  

We applied the Saffman-Delbrück model to assess its applicability to triblock copolymer 

membranes. The diffusion coefficients of membrane proteins within the A7B49A7 

membrane could be fitted to the SD-equation (Figure 4.12). In order to see the diffusion 

coefficients of the membrane proteins within both lipid and synthetic triblock copolymer 

membranes, the results were plotted in terms of relative diffusion, which is defined as the 

ratio of the membrane protein diffusion ( ) to the diffusion of the corresponding 

membrane ( ) where the membrane protein is inserted. The resulting membrane 

viscosity ( ) for the A7B49A7 membrane yields a value of 126.6 ± 2.5 mPa∙s (R2 = 0.94), 
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which is four times higher than the membrane viscosity determined for a POPC 

phospholipid membrane (32.7 ± 1.2 mPa∙s, R2 = 0.97).  

 

Figure 4.12. Size-dependent (radius) lateral diffusion of KcsA, AqpZ and OmpF within different 

membrane systems (natural phospholipids vs. triblock copolymer membranes). The relative 

diffusion ( / ) of the membrane proteins in comparison to the membrane diffusion shows 

the similarity between two completely different membrane types. On a relative scale, the diffusion 

of membrane proteins in the A7B49A7 membrane (blue dashed line, 126.6 2.5	 ∙ , R2 

= 0.94) is only 3-fold lower than in a biological phospholipid bilayer (POPC: black dashed line, 

32.7 1.2	 ∙ , R2 = 0.97).  

 

4.2.8 Membrane protein insertion efficiency 

FCS allows determination of concentrations in the nanomolar range. Therefore, it is 

possible to calculate the number of membrane proteins diffusing in the GUVs. The 

membrane protein incorporation efficiency into the block copolymer membranes can be 

estimated when the number of particles in the illuminated area on the polymer membrane 

is known. Table 4.5 shows the calculation of the incorporation efficiency of the here used 

proteins and the different membrane systems. The number of membrane proteins N per 

µm2 is calculated based on the obtained beam waist . With the labelling efficiency, 

which was determined based on SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis, the total number of 

membrane proteins NMP is calculated. The number of lipids or polymers per µm2 is 

calculated based on the radii of the molecules occupying in the membrane (Table, which 

then provides the theoretical mean area per molecule values. For POPC, the radius is 

around 0.44 nm [176]. For the dimensions of the polymers occupying in the membrane, 

the radius of gyration was used as shown in section 3.2.8 in chapter 3. In this way, the 
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LPR or PoPR can be calculated and compared to the theoretical value, which was used for 

the preparation of the samples.   

Table 4.5. Calculation of membrane protein incorporation efficiencies into GUVs. 

Membrane MP 
N 

[1/µm2] 
Labelling 
efficiency 

Total 
NMP 

(10 x) 
[1/µm2] 

# lipids / 
polymers 
[1/µm2] 

Exp. 
LPR 

/PoPR 
(molar) 

Theo. 
LPR / 
PoPR 

(molar) 

Theo. 
LPR / 
PoPR 
(w/w) 

Incorp. 
efficiency 

[%] 
n 

POPC 
KcsA 3.9 ~0.8 49 1.64E+06 40773 1500 60 4.5 16 

AqpZ 3.8 ~0.8 48 1.64E+06 41806 1700 50 4.9 9 

A6B34A6 AqpZ 2.5 ~0.8 32 1.02E+06 32153 75 10 0.2 9 

A7B49A7 

KcsA 8.1 ~0.8 101 6.23E+06 6150 200 50 3.3 9 

AqpZ 12.7 ~0.8 15 6.20E+06 3905 250 50 6.4 10 

OmpF 16.7 n.a. ~ 0.5 33 6.23E+06 18648 650 85 3.5 10 

A12B63A12 AqpZ 48.5 ~0.8 606 4.36E+05 32192 200 50 27.9 12 

MP: membrane protein. N: number of diffusing particles detected by FCS. Labelling efficiency: number of fluorescent 
dyes per MP monomer determined by SDS-PAGE analysis of the membrane protein bands according to Coomassie 
stained and in-gel fluorescence bands. Total NMP (10 x): the unlabelled-MP fraction was 10 times of the labelled-MP 
fraction and inversely multiplied with the labelling efficiency. #lipid/polymer: number of lipids or polymers per µm2 
(theoretical estimation from mean area per molecule, with radius of gyration). LPR: lipid to protein ratio. PoPR: 
polymer to protein ratio. n: number of measurements. 

 

 

The incorporation efficiencies are in the order of a few percent for GUVs, which is 

comparatively low. Although the calculation is not very precise, it provides a rough 

estimate. The low insertion efficiency may be mainly caused by the drying process of the 

vesicle suspensions before the formation of the GUVs (electroformation) because 

membrane proteins are very sensitive upon drying. It has to be noted that a too long 

drying process was avoided as good as possible. Other studies reported drying of 

proteoliposomes under vacuum for 12 hours, but the activity of reconstituted membrane 

proteins within lipid bilayers could be preserved only by the addition of minimal amounts 

of sucrose [170] or ethylene-glycol [158]. The preparation method is therefore a crucial 

step and needs to be adjusted to each type of polymer. Here, we generated GUVs without 

drying the polymersomes under vacuum. In addition, the number of GUVs formed was 

relatively small (Figure 4.4) compared to GUVs generated from pure ABA films (Figure 

3.4, chapter 3), which makes the selection of suitable GUVs for z-scan FCS more 

difficult. Non-perfect incorporation of membrane proteins is also reported for the 

preparation of proteoliposomes and 100% incorporation efficiencies are usually very 

unlikely [177].  
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4.2.9 Structural meaning of membrane protein diffusion 

In order to assess the effect of the membrane thickness on the mobility of the membrane 

proteins, we plotted the relative membrane protein diffusion ( / ) with respect to the 

hydrophobic thickness mismatch (Figure 4.13). Interestingly, /  increases slightly 

with increasing hydrophobic mismatch. Due to the formation of domains within the block 

copolymer membranes caused by entanglement and interdigitation of the 

macromolecules, the measured/observed diffusion D of the polymer macromolecules is in 

fact a reduced diffusion. This effect is caused by anomalous diffusion also observed in 

biological membranes (see section 2.1.2) and described in section 3.2.6 [77,99–102]. For 

example, the presence of domains due to lateral phase separation can lead to multiple 

diffusion rates in the observation area decreasing the mean value of the 

measured/observed diffusion coefficient [103–105]. For block copolymer membranes, the 

possibility and strength of interaction of the macromolecules with each other is molecular 

weight dependent, and thus membrane thickness dependent [95]. Thus, the slight increase 

in the relative diffusion of the membrane proteins indicates the effect of these domains on 

their diffusion. The larger these domains, the slower the measured/observed diffusion, 

and as a result, the relative diffusion of the membrane proteins increases slightly as 

shown in Figure 4.13A.  

 

Figure 4.13. Dependence of the relative diffusion coefficients on the hydrophobic mismatch of 

membrane proteins diffusing within lipid and triblock copolymer membranes. A) The observed 

relative diffusion coefficient ( / ) of the membrane proteins increases slightly with 

increasing mismatch. B) The relative, effective diffusion coefficient ( / ) decreases with 

increasing mismatch. 

Contrary to the diffusion of the single macromolecules within the block copolymer 

membranes, all membrane proteins followed a free-diffusion character (t0 ≈ 0), or even a 
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slightly guided-diffusion (t0 ≤ 0) (Table 4.6), based on the analysis of the lateral diffusion 

coefficients according to the FCS diffusion law (see section 2.4.2) [100,178].  

Table 4.6. Effective diffusion coefficient (Deff) calculation using FCS diffusion law. 

Membrane 
Measured 

species 

Diffusion 
coefficient 
D [µm2/s] 

t0 [ms] slope  
R2 

(t0-fit) 
Deff 

[µm2/s] 
n 

POPC 

POPE-Rhod 12.5 ± 0.6 0.2±0.1 1.2±0.1 260 0.92 13.6±1.0 18 

KcsA-488 8.5 ± 0.8 0.5±0.3 1.4±0.2 240 0.88 11.8±1.1 16 

AqpZ-488 7.9 ± 0.5 0.8±0.3 1.7±0.3 260 0.72 9.8±1.7 9 

Bodipy 630/650 12.4 ± 1.1 -0.1±0.6 2.6±0.3 336 0.83 11.1±1.3 7 

A6B34A6 
A6B34A6-SRB 2.4 ± 0.2 4.2±0.4 6.0±0.3 290 0.95 3.5±0.2 11 

AqpZ-488 1.7 ± 0.1 1.4±0.8 7.0±0.3 230 0.98 1.9±0.1 9 

A7B49A7 

A7B49A7-SRB 1.6 ± 0.2 6.7±1.1 7.9±0.7 294 0.89 2.8±0.3 17 

KcsA-488 1.3 ± 0.1 -1.3±1.8 10.2±1.0 230 0.92 1.3±0.1 9 

AqpZ-488 1.1 ± 0.1 -1.1±3.0 14.6±2.4 240 0.75 1.0±0.2 10 

OmpF-488 1.1 ± 0.1 -1.4±2.6 15.0±1.0 230 0.93 0.9±0.1 10 

Bodipy 630/650 4.4 ± 0.4 3.8±1.1 5.0±0.6 355 0.77 6.3±0.8 16 

A12B63A12 
A12B63A12-SRB 1.0 ± 0.1 15.6±3.0 8.1±1.8 280 0.66 2.4±0.6 16 

AqpZ-488 0.8 ± 0.1 -0.9±3.0 19.1±1.7 245 0.91 0.8±0.1 12 

 Bodipy 630/650 4.0 ± 0.5 2.8±0.5 5.6±0.2 335 0.98 5.0±0.2 8 

 

Based on equation 2.14 (section 2.4.2), the calculation of Deff  depends on the slope of this 

linear equation. The slope depends on , which again is dependent on the wavelength of 

the laser. This makes the comparison of the data in Table 4.6 difficult. However, the 

comparison between the data that were generated using the same laser wavelength (i.e. all 

proteins:  = 488 nm, all polymers:  = 543 nm and Bodipy:  = 633 nm) is feasible.  

The data presented in Table 4.6 can be summarized as follows: i) A slower diffusion 

results in a steeper slope (increasing the area of detection ( ) causes longer diffusion 

times ). This can be seen for the different polymers and the lipid, all of which have the 

same excitation wavelength (  = 543 nm). ii) A hindered diffusion results in a less steep 

slope, while guided diffusion results in a steeper slope. In this case, the less steep slope 

caused by the hindered diffusion of the polymers cannot be observed because the effect of 

the slower diffusion in (i) causes the slope to be steeper than the reduction of the slope 
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caused by hindered diffusion effect. On the other hand, the effect of guided diffusion can 

be observed as seen from the increasing slope between the membrane protein diffusion 

within its respective membrane. The difference becomes larger (steeper) with increasing 

the membrane thickness, which is largest in the case of A12B63A12 membrane. 

For the final calculation of the effective diffusion coefficient Deff it is reasonable to state, 

that in case for free diffusion (t0 ≈ 0), Deff ≈ D, while in case of hindered diffusion (t0 ≈ 0), 

Deff > D. Therefore, the value and quality of Deff for the three triblock copolymer 

membranes, A6B34A6, A7B49A7 and A12B63A12 are realistic. Deff represents the diffusion of 

non-entangled polymer chains. For the three different triblock copolymer membranes, the 

slope increases with increasing molecular weight and thus, the decrease in the 

observed/measured diffusion to Deff increases with increasing molecular weight as well. 

In case of the membrane proteins, they are not expected to be entrapped in the domains of 

entangled block copolymer chains, but rather embedded between them where they are 

guided through. Deff provides a value for the fluidity of the membrane that the membrane 

proteins sense. Due to the presence of these small entangled polymer “balls”, each 

membrane protein has to move between them. Taking Deff as the standard diffusion 

coefficient of the corresponding membrane, the relative diffusion of the membrane 

proteins decreases with increasing hydrophobic mismatch (Figure 4.13B). Interestingly, 

the data suggest that we can observe the effect of the hydrophobic mismatch between the 

membrane proteins and the large membrane thickness of block copolymer membranes 

experimentally. The effect of adjusting the membrane thickness to the height of the 

membrane proteins was explained by the chain flexibility of the block copolymer 

macromolecules [57]. However, as only two block copolymer sizes were tested in that 

molecular dynamics simulation study, there is no information on the maximum possible 

compressibility. As a consequence, the block copolymer molecules have to adjust their 

thickness in close vicinity to the membrane proteins. This is more pronounced with larger 

membrane thickness, and thus the local viscosity increases, and the lateral mobility of the 

proteins is reduced with increasing membrane thickness. PDMS is well known for its 

flexibility and low viscosity (Tg = -123 °C) [34], which explains the significant 

compressibility of the hydrophobic domain around the inserted membrane proteins. 
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4.3 Conclusion 

An insight into the local factors characterizing a successful membrane protein insertion 

process into synthetic block copolymer membranes requires various essential 

considerations: i) from fundamental point of view, an understanding of how biomolecules 

behave in a synthetic environment, and ii) the practical development of new hybrid 

materials with improved properties and functionality. Biomimetic membranes self-

assembled from amphiphilic triblock copolymers composed of PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-

PMOXA offer great potential for use in technological applications, due to their ability to 

incorporate sensitive biological membrane proteins and their high chemical and 

mechanical stability. In this study we showed that membrane proteins inserted into 

synthetic block copolymer membranes that are much thicker than the protein diffuse 

within the membrane only an order of magnitude slower than within natural phospholipid 

membranes. The hydrophobic size mismatch between the membrane thickness and the 

membrane protein could be observed experimentally by z-scan FCS measurements. This 

is formed either i) by a contraction of the block copolymer macromolecules in vicinity of 

the membrane protein, ii) by the arrangement of smaller block copolymer chains around 

the protein whilst the longer chains build up the stable membrane, or iii) by a combination 

thereof. A thicker membrane induces a stronger compression or a larger domain around 

the membrane protein. Both processes are thickness-dependent, which reduces the lateral 

mobility of the membrane proteins within the membrane. Further, the high polydispersity 

index (PDI) of these block copolymers might therefore be an essential requirement as 

well for successful membrane protein insertion. Therefore, this type of block copolymer 

combines these essential properties. PDMS offers the great advantage of having 

flexibility and fluidity to entangle and interdigitate to provide stability, while at the same 

time stretching and compressing in the vicinity of a small biomolecule to preserve its 

active conformation. This study provides both a fundamental basis for the choice of block 

copolymers to engineer synthetic biomimetic membranes, and support their 

implementation into future applications in technology (e.g. membranes for water 

filtration) and the biomedical field (e.g. nanoreactors, artificial organelles). 
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Chapter 5 

5 General conclusion and outlook 

In this work, the molecular structure and dynamics within synthetic biomimetic 

membranes self-assembled from amphiphilic block copolymers was described in detail. 

The study involved several steps to elucidate the complex structure of these membranes 

to be compared to phospholipid bilayers. A large library of eleven different triblock and 

diblock copolymers was used investigate the differences in membrane structure and 

diffusion properties. This involved a detailed analysis of i) their membrane thickness and 

ii) diffusion properties with respect to their molecular weight, and iii) the diffusion of 

membrane reconstituted membrane proteins. Membrane thicknesses were determined by 

cryo-TEM imaging and diffusion related properties by z-scan FCS on giant unilamellar 

vesicles.  

The central findings of this work are the following: 

i) The membrane thicknesses of the block copolymers used in this thesis are 

increasing with increasing molecular weight, while interdigitation and entanglement 

of the polymer macromolecules increases as well. Diblock copolymers form almost 

pure bilayer structures with only weak interdigitation, contrary to the general 

assumptions of fully interdigitated membranes as stated in literature. In addition, the 

membrane thickness of diblocks is almost twice compared to triblocks with same 

number of PDMS units.  

ii) PDMS-containing block copolymers possess fluidity properties that are comparable 

to the fluidity of phospholipid bilayers. As expected, the fluidity decreases with 

increasing molecular weight and membrane thickness. This decline was explained 

by the increased strength of interdigitation and entanglement, which is an important 

effect known to enhance membrane stability. Entanglement also causes the polymer 
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chains to form small domains, which results in a hindered diffusion character of the 

membranes. However, the smallest polymers used showed free-diffusion as it is the 

case for fluid lipids (unsaturated phospholipids). Such low molecular weight block 

copolymers form membranes with reduced stability, which would not have a 

beneficial effect for applications. 

iii) Membrane proteins were inserted into triblock copolymer membranes with 

thicknesses ranging from 9 to 13 nm and their diffusion within giant unilamellar 

vesicles was measured. The membrane proteins were mobile within the synthetic 

membranes and showed a free-diffusion character, contrary to the hindered-

diffusion of the polymer macromolecules within the membrane. Interestingly, a 

decrease in the normalized diffusion was observed with increasing membrane 

thickness, thus providing an experimental observation of the large hydrophobic 

thickness mismatches existing within synthetic biomimetic membranes.  

The data presented here allows concluding that membranes self-assembled from 

amphiphilic block copolymers that are based on PDMS as their hydrophobic moiety, are 

able to embed biological membrane proteins due to their high flexibility and fluidity. The 

block copolymer macromolecules can compress in close vicinity to the smaller membrane 

proteins, while the relaxed polymer chains build up a stable membrane. These results will 

help provide choosing the type of block copolymers to engineer biomimetic polymer 

membranes, and support their implementation into future applications in technology. 

 

Further investigations are needed to gain more insight into membrane protein insertion 

efficiencies into these synthetic block copolymer membranes. We showed that membrane 

proteins were inserted into membranes with a hydrophobic mismatch up to 7 nm, but the 

limit of membrane thicknesses at which successful insertion is still possible has to be 

further investigated. This would be important for the creating more stable membranes 

with increased membrane thickness. Thicker membranes would involve the synthesis of 

larger triblock copolymers, which are able to self-assemble into polymersomes. The 

increased hydrophobic block will further improve the stability of the generated 

biomimetic membranes. In order to improve membrane protein insertion efficiencies and 

their functionality, essential information on the optimization of membrane preparation 

methods is needed and at the same time to understand the mechanism of membrane 

protein insertion more detailed. Standard preparation techniques are important for scale-
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up for large production quantities. Another option is to consolidate the results by 

computer simulations. Modelling the amphiphilic block copolymer membranes, 

calculating their fluidity and computing the membrane proteins in these systems would 

greatly add value to the story. However, due to the complex structure of block 

copolymers, this is very computationally intensive.  
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Chapter 6 

6 Experimental section 

Materials 

Reagents and materials were of the highest commercially available grade and used 

without further purification, unless indicated. Monofunctional carbinol-terminated 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS-OH) was purchased from ABCR GmbH (AB146681, 

degree of polymerization DP = 65 from NMR). Bifunctional carbinol-terminated 

polydimethylsiloxane (HO-PDMS-OH) were purchased from Dow Croning® (5562 

carbinol fluid, DP = 22 from NMR), Shin-Etsu (KF-6002, DP = 40 from NMR) and 

ABCR GmbH (AB 116675, DP = 61 from NMR). 1,3-bis(hydroxybutyl) 

tetramethyldisiloxane and dimethyldimethoxysilane were purchased from ABCR GmbH, 

Germany. 2-methyl-2-oxazoline, triethylamine, trifluoromethanesulfonic anhydride, 

sulforhodamine B acid chloride, and all solvents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 

Oregon Green 488 carboxylic acid succinimidyl ester and Bodipy® 630/650 NHS ester 

were from Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. (Waltham, MA, USA). Atto 488 maleimide was 

from ATTO-TEC GmbH (Siegen, Germany). n-octyl-β-d-glucopyranoside (β-OG) was 

purchased from Anatrace (Maumee, OH, USA). Ni-NTA agarose beads were from 

Qiagen (Valencia, CA, USA). POPC (Egg PC; L-α-phosphatidylcholine (Egg, Chicken)) 

and Rhod-PE (16:0 Liss Rhod PE; 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-

(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) (ammonium salt)) were from Avanti Polar Lipids 

(Alabaster, AL, USA). All solvents at highest purity were purchased from Sigma Aldrich 

without further purification.  

Polymers and lipids used in this thesis 

All polymers and lipids used in this thesis are listed in Table 6.1 and 6.2. Diblock 

copolymers were synthesized according to a previously reported procedure [139,147]. 
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PDMS-OH with molecular weight of 5 kDa (DP=65) was purchased from ABCR. PDMS-

OH with molecular weights of 3.0 kDa (DP = 39), 2.4 kDa (DP = 31), and 1.7 kDa (DP = 

22) were synthesized by anionic ring-opening polymerization [139]. The polydispersity 

indices (PDI) of PDMS-OH were determined in THF on a Viscotek GPC max system (RI 

detector calibrated against polystyrene standards, Agilent PL gel columns) and were all 

around 1.10.  

Triblock copolymers were synthesized and purified according to the method described 

previously [8,39,95]. Bifunctional hydroxybutyl-terminated poly(dimethylsiloxane)s 

(HO-PDMS-OH) with a molecular weight of 4.5 kDa (PDI = 1.8) and 2.5 kDa (PDI = 

1.9) were synthesized by acid-catalyzed polycondensation of dimethyldimethoxysilane in 

the presence of water and end-capper. Hydroxyl-terminated bifunctional PDMS was 

reacted (below -10 °C) with trifluoromethanesulfonic anhydride in dry hexane, resulting 

in bitriflate-activated PDMS macroinitiator. The reaction mixture was filtered under 

argon through a G4 frit. The hexane was evaporated and dry ethyl acetate was added, in 

which the macroinitiator was reacted with dry 2-methyl-2-oxazoline (MOXA) in a 

symmetric cationic ring-opening polymerization. The polymerization reaction was 

quenched using triethylamine : water (1:4 v/v). The crude product was purified by 

ultrafiltration (MWCO 5000 g/mol, 3000 g/mol, or 1000 g/mol based on polymer weight) 

in water : ethanol (1:1 v/v) to remove low molecular weight impurities, yielding bi-

hydroxyl-terminated triblock copolymer. 
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Table 6.1. List of amphiphilic block copolymers and lipids used in this thesis.  

 
molecular 

composition 
Mw  

[g/mol] 
MPDMS  
[g/mol] 

PDI 
Membrane 
thickness 

[nm] 

Triblock 

A3B19A3 2150 1470 2.4 6.0 ± 0.5 

A6B34A6 3770 2580 2.3 9.2 ± 0.5 

A6B44A6 4450 3320 1.8 10.7 ± 0.7 

A7B49A7 5050 3690 2.1 12.1 ± 1.0 

A12B63A12 6940 4730 2.1 13.4 ± 0.9 

A12B87A12 5660 6500 1.6 16.2 ± 1.4 

Diblock 

A6B22 2340 1690 1.8 10.9 ± 0.7 

A9B31 3260 2360 1.4 14.3 ± 1.1 

A8B39 6770 2950 1.5 16.0 ± 1.1 

A14B65 6210 4870 1.7 21.3 ± 1.2 

Lipid POPC 770a - - 5.0 ± 0.4 
a data from Avanti Polar lipids 

 

 

Fluorescence labelling of polymers 

Four polymers (A12B63A12, A6B44A6, A14B65, A6B34) were labelled with sulforhodamine B 

(Table 7.2) acid chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) (SRB) by esterification according to a 

previously published method [148]. The reaction mixture as first purified by ultrafiltration 

(MWCO 3000 g/mol) or dialysis and residual, non-reacted free dye was further removed 

on an organic size exclusion column (Sephadex LH-20, GE Healthcare) in ethanol. 

 

Table 6.2. List of labelled polymers and lipids used in this thesis. 

 molecular composition 
Mw  

[g/mol] 

SRB-triblocks 
SRB-A6B44A6-SRB ~ 5600 

SRB-A12B63A12-SRB ~ 8090 

SRB-diblocks 
SRB-A6B34 ~ 3810 

SRB-A14B65 ~ 6790 

Rhod-Lipid Rhod-PE 1250a 
a data from Avanti Polar lipids 
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Membrane protein purification and labelling 

Expression and purification of the membrane proteins KcsA, OmpF and AqpZ was 

performed by standard molecular biology methods. KcsA and AqpZ were purified based 

on His-tag chromatography. 

Briefly, the plasmid, expressing KcsA with a hexahistidine tag, was transformed into 

E.coli BL21(DE3) cells. KcsA and AqpZ were purified according to previously described 

method with slight modifications [8,166,179,180]. E.coli were grown in terrific broth 

(TB) media containing 25 µg/mL kanamycin (KcsA) or 100 µg/mL ampicillin (AqpZ) at 

37 °C. At OD600 = 0.8, the cells were induced with 1.0 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside 

(IPTG) for 3 h. Cells were harvested by centrifugation and stored at -80 °C. Cells were 

resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM Na2HPO4, pH 8.0, 50 mM KCl, 50 mM NaCl, 1mM 

MgSO4, 10 mM imidazole, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride (PMSF), 0.1 mg/ml 

DNase I) and lysed using a French Press with 3 cycles. Unbroken cells were separated by 

centrifugation (10’000 g, 4 °C, 20 min). Membrane fractions were pelleted by 

ultracentrifugation (120’000 g, 4 °C, 1 h) and solubilized in solubilisation buffer (50 mM 

Na2HPO4, pH 8.0, 5% n-octyl-β-d-glucopyranoside (β-OG) 50 mM KCl, 50 mM NaCl, 

15 mM imidazole) with agitation on ice (overnight). The suspension was centrifuged 

again (10’000 g, 4 °C, 15 min). To the supernatant, 1 mL of freshly washed Ni-NTA 

agarose beads (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) were added and incubated on ice for 2 h. 

The Ni-NTA beads were loaded on a column and washed with 10 mL of wash buffer (50 

mM Na2HPO4, pH 8.0, 1% β-OG, 50 mM KCl, 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM imidazole). The 

beads were then incubated with elution buffer (50 mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.4, 1% β-OG, 50 

mM KCl, 50 mM NaCl) supplemented with 500 mM imidazole for KcsA, or 750 mM 

imidazole for AqpZ for 30 min at RT and collected. 

For labeling, a fraction of the membrane protein stock solution (in elution buffer) was 

mixed with Oregon Green 488 succinimidyl ester (OG488, 10 mg/ml in DMSO) at a 10-

fold molar excess and incubated on ice with agitation for 3 hours in dark. Primary amines 

were targeted for the labelling reaction to covalently couple the N-terminus of the MP’s 

amino acid sequence. The labelling reaction was performed on ice at pH 8.3 in order to 

increase the labelling efficiency and to reduce the self-hydrolysation of the succinimidyl 

ester. For purification, the membrane protein-dye solution was first diluted with the same 

buffer, but without imidazole, to a final imidazole concentration of 10 - 15 mM. Then 

freshly washed Ni-NTA beads were added and incubated for 2 hours on ice with 
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agitation. The beads were then loaded on a column, thoroughly washed to elute free dye, 

and the labelled membrane protein was eluted as described above. Labelling efficiency 

and purity was verified by SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis via Coomassie staining and in-

gel fluorescence. 

OmpF was purified according to a previously described method [41,181], except that 

OmpF was solubilized using 3% β-OG detergent. OmpF was labelled after incorporation 

into block copolymer membranes with subsequent dialysis against pure buffer. OmpF was 

labelled with Atto-488-maleimide (ATTO-TEC, Siegen, Germany) via maleimide 

crosslinking to cysteines. The dye (0.1 mg/mL in DMSO) was added to the polymersome-

OmpF solution at a ~1:5 molar ratio of OmpF:Atto488. The labelling reaction was stirred 

for 3 hours at 4 °C. Unreacted free dye was removed by dialysis using dialysis buttons at 

4 °C in dark for 48 hours.  

OmpF was labelled when inserted into the polymersomes, because the lack of His-tag 

makes it impossible to remove unreacted free-dye. Within membrane protein stock 

solutions, the free-dye is partially dissolved within the detergent micelles. Since detergent 

micelles have similar sizes (molecular weight and hydrodynamic diameter) as the 

membrane protein-detergent complex, size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) was not an 

option for separation of free dye and labelled-membrane protein. 

Vesicle preparation 

Liposomes and proteoliposomes were prepared by standard preparation techniques using 

dialysis method [168,180]. Briefly, 3.5 mg of L-α-phosphatidylcholine (PC) (Egg, 

Chicken, from Avanti Polar Lipids, dissolved in chloroform) were dried inside of a glass 

vial using a gentle nitrogen stream vial to form a smooth lipid film. The lipid film was 

further dried at high vacuum for 1 h. The lipid film was rehydrated in Hepes buffer 

including 1% beta-OG (5 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 5 mM NaCl) at a final lipid concentration 

of 5 mg/mL. Membrane proteins were added to yield the desired lipid-to-protein-ratio 

(LPR) of 50 (w/w). The mixture was stirred for 1 h and then transferred to dialysis 

buttons (350 µL volume, Hampton Research, Aliso Viejo, CA, USA) using dialysis 

membranes with a molecular cut-off of 12 kDa (Spectra/Por; Spectrum Labs, Rancho 

Dominguez, CA, USA) and dialyzed for at least 48 hours at 4 °C exchanging the buffer 4 

times (2 x 500 mL, 1 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 1 mM NaCl). The lipid-MP vesicles were then 

extruded through 200 nm pore-size polycarbonate membranes (Nuclepore; Whatman, 
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Maidstone, UK) using an Avanti mini-extruder (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabama, USA). 

Standard lipid vesicles were rehydrated with a Hepes buffer (1 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 1 mM 

NaCl) without detergent overnight at RT and immediately extruded. 

Polymersomes with inserted membrane proteins were prepared from PMOXAx-b-

PDMSy-b-PMOXAx triblock copolymers (A6B34A6, A7B49A7, A12B63A12) at room 

temperature according to a previously described method with slight modifications 

[8,168]. Briefly, a smooth polymer film was formed on the inside of a glass flask by 

slowly evaporating the solvent (10 mg/mL polymer in ethanol) using a rotary vacuum 

evaporator and further drying for 1 h at high vacuum. The film was rehydrated with a 

Hepes buffer containing 1% beta-OG (2 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 5 mM NaCl) to yield a final 

polymer concentration of ~5 mg/mL. Membrane proteins were added at the desired 

polymer-to-protein ratio (PoPR) of around 50 (w/w). The suspension was rehydrated at 

RT by slow rotation in a rotary vacuum evaporator without applying vacuum for 4 hours. 

A stir bar was added to the flask and the mixture was stirred overnight and finally 

transferred to dialysis buttons (350 µL volume, molecular cut-off of 12 kDa). The 

samples were dialyzed at 4 °C for at least 48 hours with exchanging the buffer 4 times 

with slightly reduced salt concentrations (4 x 500 mL, 1 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 2 mM 

NaCl). The polymersome suspension was extruded, first through 400 nm, then 11 times 

through 200 nm pore-size polycarbonate membranes. 

Electroformation 

Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) were prepared according to the standard 

electroformation method [149], using a Nanion Vesicle Prep Pro setup (Nanion 

Technologies, Munich, Germany). In short, 50 µl of 4 mg/ml (w/v) polymer solution in 

ethanol was spread on an ITO-coated glass slide and the solvent was evaporated in a 

vacuum chamber for at least one hour. For FCS studies, the polymer solution was mixed 

at 0.005 - 0.02% (w/w) of SRB-labelled polymer in order to yield the best signal-to-noise 

ratio [169]. A chamber was formed by using an O-ring, filled with 100 mM sucrose 

solution and closed with a second glass plate with the ITO-coated side facing down. The 

chamber was exposed to a 2.5 V AC current at a frequency of 3.0 Hz for three hours at 

RT. The GUV-solution was then transferred to an Eppendorf tube and stored at 4 °C 

before use for FCS experiments. Usually, GUV samples stored in the fridge were stable 

for several months without any effect on the FCS measurements. 
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Electron microscopy imaging: cryo-TEM 

Polymer suspensions in buffer (20 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 50 mM NaCl) at high 

concentrations (5 mg/ml) were deposited on glow-discharged holey carbon grids 

(Quantifoil, Germany) and blotted before quick-freezing in liquid ethane using a Vitribot 

plunge-freezing device (FEI company, USA). The grids were stored in liquid nitrogen 

before transferring them into a cryo-holder (Gatan, USA). Imaging was performed on a 

Philips CM200 FEG TEM at 200 kV accelerating voltage in low-dose mode with a 

defocus value of about -4 µm, and a defocus of -2 µm for membrane thickness 

measurements. Membrane thicknesses were calculated as mean values ± SD from at least 

100 different places on membranes of each polymer type [182]. In addition, images were 

corrected for the contrast transfer function (CTF) and no significant difference of the 

membrane thickness before and after CFT correction was observed. Furthermore, 

membranes of liposomes were used as control with known membrane thickness. 

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) 

LSM and FCS measurements were performed on a confocal laser scanning microscope 

(Zeiss LSM 510-META/Confocor2, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). For Atto-488 and 

OG488 dyes, an Argon-2 laser with λ = 488 nm (15 mW output), for sulforhodamine B 

(SRB) dyes, a He-Ne laser (λ = 543 nm), and for Bodipy 630/650 dyes, a He-Ne laser 

with λ = 633 nm (15 mW output) were used. The laser output intensity was adjusted for 

each sample depending on the dye concentration by changing the transmission in order to 

keep the laser intensity at a minimum. For 488 nm laser, a main dichromatic beam splitter 

(HFT 488/543/633), a secondary dichroic beam splitter (NFT 545) and a low pass filter 

(LP 505) were used. For 543 nm laser, a dichroic beam splitter (DBS HFT 543), a 

secondary dichroic beam splitter (NFT 545) and a band pass BP 560 - 615 nm filter were 

used. For 633 nm laser, a main dichromatic beam splitter (HFT 488/543/633), a 

secondary dichroic beam splitter (NFT 545) and a low pass filter (LP 650) were used. The 

light was focused on the sample using a C-Apochromat 40x water immersion objective 

(NA=1.2).  

Calibration of LSM-FCS offset 

The z-scan FCS method involves a switching between the LSM- and FCS-modes. In 

addition, the measuring spot for FCS has to be set manually by choosing the spot from the 

LSM images. As a consequence, the offset between LSM images and the measuring focus 
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in the FCS mode has to be determined. This was assessed by a standard protocol 

described by the microscope manufacturer. Briefly, a dried film of the fluorescent dye 

sulforhodamine B was prepared on standard microscopy coverslips. First, a LSM picture 

was taken. Secondly, on this LSM picture for spots were selected and each point was 

bleached with a high intensity laser pulse for 10s at maximum transmission. Thirdly, a 

next LSM picture was recorded and the offset was measured and changed in the software 

settings. This procedure was repeated until the bleached spots in the LSM image exactly 

overlap with the marked positions in the FCS mode (Figure 6.1). 

 

Figure 6.1. Determination of the LSM-FCS offset. For exact positioning of the laser focus on 

GUV membranes, the offset between LSM images and the real measuring spot in the FCS mode 

has to be determined and specified in the software settings. After the calibration, the best position 

was exactly in the middle of the LSM image.  

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and z-scan FCS 

FCS experiments were performed according to the protocol described previously [95]. 

The laser beam and the fluorescent signal were guided through appropriate beam splitters, 

band pass filters and pinhole diameters. The pinhole was calibrated before each 

experiment using a buffered solution (20 mM Hepes, 50 mM NaCl) containing the dye at 

a concentration of ~10 nM (pinhole diameter = 70 µm for λ = 488 nm (OG488 / Atto488), 

pinhole diameter = 78 µm for λ = 543 nm (SRB), pinhole diameter = 90 µm for λ = 633 

nm (Bodipy 630/650)). For z-scan FCS experiments on GUVs, the laser power was kept 

at a minimum in order to reduce photobleaching (488 nm: ~ 1% transmission at 15 mW 

output intensity; 543 nm: 10% transmission at 1 mW; 633 nm: 0.5% transmission at 15 
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mW). The pinhole was also calibrated at the same laser intensity/transmission that was 

used for z-scan FCS on the membranes.  

For z-scan FCS, SRB-labelled GUVs have to be immobilized on the glass surface of the 

microscopy chamber (Nunc™ Lab-Tek™ Chamber Slide System, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). The glass surface was O2-plasma cleaned in order to render it hydrophilic. 

Then, a microscopy chamber was filled with 300 µL of buffer (20 mM Hepes, 50 mM 

NaCl, pH 7.4) and around 20 – 75 µL of the GUV solution (depending on the amount of 

GUVs) was added. In this way, the sucrose-filled GUVs sink to the bottom and adhere 

tightly at the glass surface. The surface was first scanned by LSM to find suitable GUVs 

to perform z-scan FCS measurements. The area of one single GUV is zoomed exactly in 

the middle of the LSM image and the focus is then changed to the top of the GUV 

membrane. There, a series of LSM images is taken (z-scan) in steps of 100 nm (for 488 

and 543 nm lasers) or 300 nm (for 633 nm laser). After switching to the FCS mode, the 

height (z-position) with maximum count rate is first determined by doing a single FCS 

measurement on the membrane by moving up and down with the focus. The position is 

noted and from there, a series of FCS measurements are recorded by starting the 

measurement from around Δz = – 1.0 µm to + 1.0 µm in steps of 200 nm (for 488 and 543 

nm lasers) or 300 nm (for 633 nm laser). The data can already be verified during the 

measurement by checking the Δz-dependency on the count rate, diffusion time and 

number of particles, i.e. maximum count rate at Δz = 0, minimum diffusion time and 

number of particles N at Δz = 0. For each sample, the diffusion time was determined for 

at least 5 different GUVs from two independently, freshly prepared GUV samples. The 

mean value of all diffusion coefficients and number of particles for each sample was 

calculated and error bars represent the corresponding standard deviation. All 

measurements were performed at 20.0 ± 0.5 °C. 

Autocorrelation curves were fitted with FFS Data Processor 2.3 (SSTC, Minsk, Belarus) 

by either using the single-component (equation 2.10) or the two-component (equation 

2.11) anomalous 2-D diffusion fitting model. Diffusion coefficients (D), number of 

particles (N) and beam waist ( ) obtained from z-scan FCS recordings are presented as 

mean values of at least six independent measurements, i.e. six different GUVs, whereas 

each single GUV could be measured up to 3 times. The triplet time ( ) was always 

fixed at 3.0 µs.  
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The fitting procedure of z-scan FCS data sets using the two-component 2-D diffusion 

model involves some issues to be considered. As the number of particles N is given as the 

total number of fluorescent particles observed in the observation area of the laser beam, 

the number of particles of the two components have to be calculated separately using the 

fraction f obtained from equation 2.11. The diffusion times of both components ( and 

) and the total number of particles N are increasing with increasing beam waist 

(according to equation 2.12). The fraction f remains constant as the concentration of both 

components stays the same. According to these considerations, both components were 

fitted according to the z-scan model. The fraction of the fast diffusing component (free 

dye) was around 10 – 20 % for all sample preparations. Therefore, the parabolic z-

dependency data sets were obtained in all cases for both components and both 

components could be fitted to equations 2.12 and 2.13.  

The FCS diffusion law (equation 2.14), derived from z-scan FCS, provides additional 

information about structurally related diffusion properties [100,140,183]. The diffusion 

times were plotted against , and is fitted to a linear equation to yield  (y-intercept) and 

the slope. The effective diffusion coefficient Deff can then be calculated by using the beam 

waist  (equation 2.14). The linear regression was obtained by fitting the data with 

weighted y-errors as stated in reference [183] using OriginPro 9 (OriginLab Corp., 

Northampton, MA, USA).  
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